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EDITOR’S NOTE: Please feel free to use whatever
information is contained in this Report in order to
spread the word further afield. Now that the first
week of the trial has ended and there’s been no
mention of it in Canada’s mainstream media, other
than the local Quesnel Cariboo Observer, I believe
it’s fair to assume that the mainstream news
outlets in this country have collectively decided to
censor the case in order that the Canadian public
remains unaware of the importance of what’s
occurring in British Columbia.

Given the importance of this trial to every citizen of
the nation who values their constitutional right to
freedom of expression and also considering the
wide-spread media coverage over the years leading
up to the final repeal of the Sec. 13(1) legislation
as contained in the Canadian Human Rights Act in
June of 2012, it’s highly unlikely that the msm is
unaware of the fact that this trial is happening.
It’s therefore up to the alternative news media to
do its best to cover this important historic event in
Canadian jurisprudence and bring it to the
attention of internet readers.
Because of the nature of the case and for obvious
reasons of strategy I’ve kept the details of the
proceedings to a bare minimum. Rest assured
though that at the trial’s end which could be at the
end of the coming week (November 6th) a more
thorough analysis of the trial will be forthcoming.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Arthur Topham
Pub/Ed
The Radical Press
Canada's Radical News Network

"Digging to the root of the issues since 1998"
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To Alternative Media Sources

Report on first week of Supreme Court Trial
R v Roy Arthur Topham
By Arthur Topham
The Supreme Court “Hate Speech” trial of Arthur Topham
and his website RadicalPress.com concluded its first week
of deliberations on Friday, October 30th, 2015 in the
small, central interior city of Quesnel, British Columbia.
Having elected to be tried by a jury of his peers rather
than gamble on the Attorney General’s office selecting a
potentially biased justice to oversee the proceedings and
decide his fate the first order of business was to select
twelve individuals from around the local community to sit
on the jury. This process of selection meant that well
over a hundred individuals were called to appear at the
provincial government office on the morning of Monday,
October 26th.
As well, and contrary to its normal behaviour over the
past three and a half years, it was also at this time that
Crown decided to initiate a rather Orwellian practise of
setting up a RCMP screening process within the building
which required every individual entering to have to go
through a security check prior to gaining access to the
courts. This entailed the removal of all of one’s personal
possessions such as wallets, purses, cell phones, etc
from their pockets and placing them in little plastic
baskets and then walking through a scanner and having
an RCMP officer go over your whole body with a handheld wand to determine whether you might have a
concealed weapon or possibly explosives(?) strapped to
your body with the intent of committing an act of
“terrorism”. Given the undue inconvenience of this
intimidating process one can only imagine that it may
have been designed by Crown to discourage the local
citizenry from attending the trial and observing its
proceedings.

In addition, considering the fact that Crown’s star Expert
witness was Len Rudner, former Director of the Canadian
Jewish Congress (CJC), it was highly likely that the
additional security measures were part of the conditions
upon which Mr Rudner consented to appear. This was
further corroborated by the fact that while Mr Rudner
was in attendance he was constantly accompanied by a
police bodyguard.
Meanwhile the crowd of potential jurors were forced to
line up outside and wait in the snow and sleet as each
one of them went through the onerous security process.

The Show Begins
Crown’s first witness was now retired Det. Cst. Terry
Wilson who, at the time of my arrest and incarceration
on May 16th, 2012, was the lead investigator for the BC
Hate Crime Unit located in Surrey, B.C., a suburb of
Vancouver. Wilson, along with his partner Cst.
Normandie Levas and a team of other police officers,
had, after investigating complaints from two individuals
back in 2011 that I and my website RadicalPress.com
were contravening Sec. 319(2) of the Criminal Code of
Canada by “communicating statements, other than in
private conversation, willfully promote hatred against an
identifiable group, people of the Jewish religion or ethnic
origin” decided to charge and arrest me for the

promotion of “hate propaganda”.

The focus of Crown’s evidence consisted of four large
binders of which Binder #1 and #2 composed the
complete texts of the following online books which are
posted on RadicalPress.com:
1. Germany Must Perish! by Theodore N. Kaufmann;
2. Israel Must Perish! - erroneously labeled by Wilson and
Crown as a “book” rather than a satirical article;
3. The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion
4. The Biological Jew by Eustice Mullins;
5. The Jewish Religion: Its Influence Today by Elizabeth
Dilling;
6. Binder #2 was the complete text of Douglas Reed’s
masterful historic analysis of political Zionism, The
Controversy of Zion.
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The remaining two binders contained numerous posts
and Editorial comments by Topham. The majority of
material being that produced by authors other than the
accused.
It wasn’t until the end of Wednesday, October 28th that
Crown completed her testimony from former Det. Cst.
Terry Wilson. The following morning, Thursday, October
29th at 10:26 a.m. Arthur Topham’s Defence Counsel,
Barclay Johnson had the opportunity to cross-examine
Wilson on his three day of testimony.
Court adjourned at 4:05 p.m. and Mr Topham, his
Attorney Barclay Johnson and a number of supporters,
including Mr Topham’s wife proceeded across the street
from the Courthouse to the Billy Barker Hotel where all of
the out-of-town visitors were staying to await the arrival
of Topham’s Expert Witness, Mr Gilad Atzmon, who was
due to arrive at the Quesnel airport at 4:00 p.m. that
same day.

Mr. Atzmon is an Israeli-born writer, musician, and
political commentator who has written extensively about
global politics, and specifically the geopolitical role of the
State of Israel. Atzmon is critical of the Israeli
government and its approach to other countries in the
Middle East. He moved to England in 1994 and became a
British citizen in 2002.

Day five of the trial began Friday, October 30th, 2015.
Crown’s Expert Witness Mr Len Rudner testified
throughout the whole of the day. Cross examination of
Mr Rudner will begin Monday, November 2nd.
•••0•••
Please help out with my upcoming Sec. 319(2)
"Hate Propaganda" trial beginning October 26th by
making a donation.
Donations
can
be
made
online
via
my
GoGetFunding site located at:
http://gogetfunding.com/canadian-publisherfaces-jail-for-political-writings/
- or else by sending cash, cheques or Money Orders
to the following postal address. Please make sure
that any cheques or Money Orders are made out to
– Arthur Topham – and sent to:
Arthur Topham
4633 Barkerville Highway
Quesnel, B.C.
V2J 6T8 - CANADA

_________________________________________________
Thought Crime Trial of Arthur Topham Underway in Canada

Brandon Martinez October 30, 2015 Commentary, News
This is especially true in Canada, where the country’s
‘hate laws’ – which have been used to quell the politically
incorrect
views
of
mainly
white
males –
are
particularly Orwellian.
A perennial victim of the manic censors that wield
considerable
power
in
Canada has
undoubtedly
been British Columbia native Arthur Topham.
Topham is a dissident writer and publisher of the Radical
Press website, which espouses anti-Zionist, pro-peace
and anti-globalist views.
Back in 2007, an operative of the secretive and
dangerous Jewish-Zionist organization, B’nai B’rith
Non-Aligned Media
Canada, instigated a ‘hate speech’ complaint against
As I reported in my latest e-book Criminalizing Dissent:
Topham’s website under the notoriously draconian
The West Bows to Zionism, the major driving force
Section 13 law, which in effect made it illegal to express
behind ‘hate speech’ censorship laws throughout the
even truthful viewpoints online or in print about
Western world is Organized Zionism.
wrongdoing committed by Jewish people throughout
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history. “Truth is not a defense,” the thought crime
defendants were told by quasi-judicial ‘human rights
commissions’ reminiscent of Stalin’s rigged Soviet courts.
Fortunately, that charge eventually fizzled out after the
neocon regime of Stephen Harper repealed Section 13 in
2013. That vile ‘law’ was scrapped by Ottawa,
not because Harper actually believes in free speech (he
has implemented other freedom-crushing legislation, like
Bill C-51), but because his Zionist handlers decided that
the law was not conducive to the Zionist agenda of
vilifying Muslims in the mainstream media. Thus Section
13 became a double edged sword for the Zionists as
some Muslims took Jews to court for attacking their faith.
Hence Harper’s decision to do away with it.
But another hate speech law exists in the Canadian
criminal code which is the one currently being used as a
bludgeon against Topham by the same Zionist
conspirators that schemed to shut down Radical Press in
2007. In 2012, just as substantial momentum was
building to see Section 13 out the door, the Zionists
succeeded in persuading the farcical BC ‘Hate Crimes
Unit’ to unleash a ‘hate’ charge against Topham, this
time under the criminal code. He stands accused of
“wilfully promoting hatred” of Jews, an ill-defined
criminal offence in the nations of Canada, Australia and
dozens of European states.
Topham is a peaceful man who does not promote
violence or harm to anyone, and none of his writings to
date contains ‘hateful’ language against Jews as a
collective. He is nonetheless a stalwart anti-Zionist – that

is not to say he is against all Jews but only the
supremacist and troublemaking ones – who recognizes
that when one single ethnic/religious group achieves a
monopoly over the press, banking and government
institutions, they are likely to abuse that power to the
detriment of the 99% of the rest of us who don’t belong
to that particular privileged tribe.
In that sense Topham is right, Jews do indeed have way
too much power (even for their own good) and have
taken advantage of their privileged position in society to
abuse others and promote sectarian agendas that
significantly harm other groups; the ‘war on terror’ and
‘hate speech laws’ case in point.
Topham’s trial began this week. He potentially faces up
to two years in prison for expressing non-violent political
views that the establishment finds offensive to
their continued grip on power.
The trial itself is a disgrace and should have never been
prosecuted to begin with. What Topham has done and is
doing is not a crime but a public service. Even if you
don’t agree with all of his views, his right to express
them should be protected.
We at NAM urge our readers to raise awareness about
this affront to freedom of expression in the socalled ‘enlightened West’ and root for a swift victory for
Mr. Topham; for if he loses freedom itself is lost.
You can donate to his defence fund HERE.
Copyright 2015 Non-Aligned Media
http://nonalignedmedia.com/2015/10/thought-crimetrial-of-arthur-topham-underway-in-canada/

________________________________________________

The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live, already for the longest time, according to the principle of
race, which is why they are resisting its consistent application with utmost violence – Martin Heidegger
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http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3298904/British-pilots-warned-stop-low-flying-Egypt-THREE-MONTHS-agofears-anti-aircraft-missile-attacks.html

_________________________________________________
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Racial Discrimination Act a turning point in fight against legal discrimination

George Williams, Professor of Law at the University of
NSW, November 1, 2015 - 9:00PM
While eradicating racial discrimination is far from
complete, the act continues to serve an important role.

An Aboriginal flag represents the hopes of Indigenous
people who have been subjected to legal discrimination
more than any other group in Australia.

Saturday marked the 40th anniversary of Australia's
Racial Discrimination Act. The law is one of the most
important ever enacted by the Federal Parliament. It has
played a key role in protecting Aboriginal rights and
forging a multicultural society in which people of all
backgrounds are respected and treated fairly.
The special status of the law is apparent whenever it is to
be amended. Most recently, the Abbott government
sought to change section 18C, which makes it unlawful
for a person to offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate
another person or a group on the basis of their race or
other background. Attorney-General George Brandis
supported the idea by stating that "people do have a
right to be bigots". This provoked fierce community
resistance, and the idea was dropped.
The Howard government had greater success in winding
back the act. It was suspended in 1998 for native title
and in 2007 for the Northern Territory intervention. Both
sparked long-running national debates. They also gave
rise to a sense of grievance among Indigenous peoples,
who are the only group ever denied the protection of the
law.

Then prime minister Gough Whitlam pours sand into the
hand of Vincent Lingiari at an official ceremony to return
traditional lands in the Northern Territory to the Gurindji
people in 1975. Photo: Merv Bishop

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples have been
subjected to legal discrimination more than any other
group. They were denied the vote in federal elections
until 1962, and state laws permitted the removal of their
children, prevented them from marrying, restricted
where they could live and confiscated their wages.
The Racial Discrimination Act was a turning point, and a
response to such laws and policies. It says that people of
all backgrounds must be treated equally and given the
same opportunities. Discrimination against people on the
basis of their race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic
origin is made unlawful. As former High Court judge
Michael Kirby has said, the act represented, "for the first
time, a clear parliamentary instruction, enforceable by
law, that racial bigotry against members of a particular
race would not be tolerated in Australia".
The law was very nearly not enacted. When it was first
introduced by the Whitlam government in 1973, it failed
to pass the Senate. It was opposed by the Coalition as a
"serious threat to an individual's privacy and freedom".
After the 1974 election, the government tried again. It
succeeded, but only just. The law was passed by
Parliament in the tumultuous final period of the Whitlam
government, and commenced on October 31, 1975, just
10 days before the government was sacked by governorgeneral Sir John Kerr.
In the years since, the Racial Discrimination Act has
proved to be much more than a statement of good
intentions. Where someone acts contrary to the law, such
as by denying a person a job because of their race, a
complaint can be lodged with the Australian Human
Rights Commission. This has proven an effective means
of changing behaviour and attitudes without the need for
expensive litigation.
The High Court has also used the law to strike down
state legislation. Most famously, this cleared the way for
the recognition of native title in the Mabo case in 1992.
Queensland had sought to prevent that result by preemptively extinguishing native title. However, the High
Court found that the Queensland law conferred lesser
property rights on Aboriginal peoples, and so struck it
down as being inconsistent with the Racial Discrimination
Act.
Four decades ago it must have been hoped that the
Racial Discrimination Act would one day be obsolete, as
the scourge of racial discrimination would have faded
from Australian society. Sadly, this is far from the case.
The law and what it stands for remains is as pertinent as
ever.
The media is full of examples of people being treated
unfairly or differently because of their race, whether it is
someone as prominent as footballer Adam Goodes or one
of many citizens subjected to racial abuse on public
transport. Hundreds of complaints continue to be made
each year to the Australian Human Rights Commission.
All this shows that the act is far from spent. Australia has
made important steps forward when it comes to
eradicating racial discrimination, but much remains to be
done within our laws and the community. Unfortunately,
the need for the Racial Discrimination Act is as pressing
as ever.

The Racial Discrimination Act marked a key moment in
Australian history. For most of our life as a nation, laws
routinely discriminated against people on the basis of
their race. At the time of Federation in 1901, Western
Australia prohibited any "Asiatic or African alien" from
mining on a goldfield, while Tasmania imposed a £10 poll
tax on ship masters for every Chinese person brought
there. One of the first laws enacted by the new Federal
http://www.smh.com.au/comment/racialdiscriminationParliament was the White Australia Policy, which sought
act-a-turning-point-in-fight-against-legal-discriminationto limit immigration to certain European countries,
20151030-gknjhu.html
particularly Britain.
____________________________________________________________________________
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A mass global migration crisis could be just beginning
November 1, 2015 - 12:44PM
Egypt's 5 million or more Copts, the Middle East's last
remaining major Christian sect, are deeply worried about
their future in an unstable and hostile country. Ancient
minority groups like the Yazidis of Iraq are already
homeless, as are many small communities of Assyrian,
Nestorian and Chaldean Christians from northern Iraq.
Nor is it only the Middle East and North Africa that
European leaders need to consider. The Gallup Poll,
based on data compiled from more than 450,000
interviews in 151 nations from 2009 to 2011, found that
in Nigeria, which already has double the population
of Germany, 40 per cent of people would emigrate
to the West if they could. And the lesson of 2015 –
for them and much of the world – is that they can.
From areas all over the world, some 60 million displaced
people and refugees are on the move - more than any
While the flow of migrants to Europe this year already
other time on record. Photo: New York Times
represents the biggest influx from outside the Continent
Sid, Serbia: They arrived in an unceasing stream,
in modern history, many experts warn that the mass
10,000 a day at the height, as many as a million
movement may continue and even increase –
migrants heading for Europe this year, pushing infants in
possibly for years to come. "We are talking about
strollers and elderly parents in wheelchairs, carrying
millions of potential refugees trying to reach
children on their shoulders and life savings in their socks.
Europe, not thousands," Donald Tusk, the president
They came in search of a new life, but in many ways they
of the European Council, said in a recent Twitter
were the heralds of a new age.
posting.
There are more displaced people and refugees now than
While most of the migrants have been from Syria, Iraq
at any other time in recorded history – 60 million in all –
and Afghanistan, those who came through villages like
and they are on the march in numbers not seen since
this last summer could have arrived from almost
World War II. They are coming not just from Syria, but
anywhere.
from an array of countries and regions, including
Two women from Haiti and a young girl, the daughter of
Afghanistan, Iraq, Gaza, even Haiti, as well as any of a
one of them, passed through in early October, according
dozen or so nations in sub-Saharan and North Africa.
to officials here representing the UN High Commissioner
They are unofficial ambassadors of failed states,
for Refugees. They had flown to Turkey from Haiti, then
unending wars, intractable conflicts.
joined smugglers' routes through the Balkans.
The most striking thing about the current migration
"I don't think this wave can stop," said Sonja Licht
crisis, however, is how much bigger it could still get.
of
the
International
Centre for
Democratic
What if Islamic State militants are not beaten back but
Transition. "It can maybe from time to time be
continue to extend their brutal writ across Iraq and
somewhat less intensive; we simply have to
Syria? What if the Taliban continue to increase their
prepare. The global north must be prepared that
territorial gains in Afghanistan, prompting even more
the global south is on the move, the entire global
people to flee? A quarter of Afghans told a Gallup Poll
south. This is not just a problem for Europe but for
that they want to leave, and more than 100,000 are
the whole world."
expected to try to flee to Europe this year.
New York Times
There are between 6 million and 8 million people
http://www.smh.com.au/world/migrant-crisis/a-massdisplaced in Syria, along with more than 4 million Syrian
global-migration-crisis-could-be-just-beginning20151031-gknvtw.html
refugees in Lebanon, Turkey and Jordan.

----------------------------------------------------------------------Sadly, not everyone in Australia is willing to love thy neighbour

Why the Racial Discrimination Act is as important as ever
Tim Soutphommasane, October 31, 2015
worth repeating. Although we are for the most part an
open and generous people, not everyone is welcoming of
cultural diversity. Not everyone is willing to "love thy
neighbour".
Consider the events of this past month. Fringe groups
aligned with far-right nationalists have continued their
protests against Islam. Controversial Dutch politician
Geert Wilders launched a political party in Australia
dedicated to opposing multiculturalism. Another group
announced its plans for a patriotic "memorial" to mark
Illustration: Andrew Dyson
the 10-year anniversary of the Cronulla race riots.
This morning I will join one of the "Welcome Walks"
Some may see these as defining our race relations and
being held around the country. In more than 20 cities,
levels of community harmony. That would be a mistake.
thousands will walk and say "Welcome" to newly arrived
Australia remains triumphantly multicultural. It is simply
migrants. It's a simple and modest message, but one
who we are. We are a country where close to 30 per cent
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of our population is foreign-born, and where another 20
per cent have a foreign-born parent.

Illustration: Simon Bosch
Few countries, if any, can boast such diversity. Most of
us accept and endorse it as reality. This year's Scanlon
Foundation study of social cohesion, released on
Thursday, found that 86 per cent of people agreed that
multiculturalism is good for the country. Whereas in
many European countries the majority of people
disapprove of levels of immigration, here the opposite is
true.
We are, on any objective measure, a highly diverse but
highly cohesive society. We are entitled to celebrate our
story of multiculturalism.
Legislation has been one handmaiden of this success.
Forty years ago today, the Racial Discrimination Act
came into effect as our first national human rights law. It
has provided every Australian with the assurance that
they should be treated fairly, regardless of their colour or
background.

to protect all Australians from discrimination but to
maintain our community harmony.
We face some serious challenges on this front. Most
obviously, there is the problem of violent extremism.
Drawing inspiration from events overseas, an extremist
few invoke the Islamic faith to justify acts of terrorism
and to seduce disillusioned youth into violence.

Senator Eric Abetz sparked a backlash with his clumsy
use of the word 'negro'. Photo: Andrew Meares

At the same time, protest groups have stoked antiMuslim feeling. Far-right nationalist elements have seized
on these groups to spread their hateful fantasies. Many
hide behind the mantra, "Islam is not a race", as though
that somehow excuses religious intolerance and the
slandering of Muslim Australians.

The Cronulla race riots of 10 years ago.
Photo: Lee Besford

Adam Goodes' treatment shows there are still sections of
the community who struggle with race and identity.
Photo: Ben Rushton

It has also had a cultural purpose. In 1975, then prime
minister Gough Whitlam said the Act would help to
"entrench new attitudes of tolerance and understanding
in the hearts and minds of the people".
As we mark its anniversary, the Act remains as important
as ever – especially for those most vulnerable to
experiencing discrimination.
There have been attempts, of course, to repeal section
18C of the Act, which makes it unlawful to offend, insult,
humiliate or intimidate someone because of their race.
But in response we have seen widespread community
support for the legislation. The vast majority recognise
that we shouldn't give people licence to inflict racial
bigotry onto others.
The proposed repeal of section 18C was rightly
abandoned. As it stands, the Act says we should prize
not only freedom of speech but freedom from
discrimination. It says we are committed to mutual
respect and racial tolerance. This remains one frequently
overlooked aspect of the legislation: it is there not only

All of this doesn't contradict the story of our multicultural
success. It is just that social cohesion and harmony
require tending. Complacency allows the weeds of
prejudice to return.
Social media has made the job harder. With the cover of
anonymity online, any determined keyboard warrior can
engage in cyber-racism. It is not always possible to
respond until the damage is done.
Too often, though, the problem is cultural rather than
technological. While we are comfortable with diversity
when it involves food and lifestyle, we aren't so much
when it concerns values and history. Prejudice can
resurface when we are challenged by expressions of
difference.
We've seen this, for example, in the treatment of Adam
Goodes this year. His experience reveals the unease
some have about seeing a proud Aboriginal man – one
who isn't afraid to stand up to racism and to have
opinions about Australian history.
It also reveals that many fail to grasp that racism is
ultimately about power and harm. Racism is there when
people believe that certain others should know their
place or behave in ways that conform with their
expectations. It can be there even in the absence of
racial malice.
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Gough Whitlam said the Racial Discrimination Act would
help to "entrench new attitudes of tolerance".

Take the recent controversy involving senator Eric Abetz,
who used the word "negro" to describe US Supreme
Court Justice Clarence Thomas. The senator may not
have intended to use the term as a pejorative, but the
harm of using racially loaded language isn't always tied
to intention.

Tim Soutphommasane, Australia's Race Discrimination
Commissioner. Photo: Andrew Meares

There is, to be sure, a certain defensiveness that we
have in our conversations about race. No one wants to
be called racist or believe they may be implicated in
racism. That is one reason we often find it easier to talk
about racism when it involves an ugly incident on public
transport – something everyone can condemn – but
struggle to talk about it when it assumes more insidious
forms.
And not everyone is able to understand the lived
experience of racism. If you haven't been on the
receiving end, you may not appreciate just how it can
reduce, diminish and humiliate. It can be easy to think
that those complaining about prejudice should just
accept it as part of life and develop a thicker skin.
There can also be a failure to understand that racism
operates through institutions as well as individual
conduct. For every person who is on the receiving end of
prejudice there is a person who benefits. Some enjoy the
advantages of the status quo without even realising the
social privileges bound up in race. Yet not everyone is
fortunate enough not to be judged because of their
background; to have the luxury of being able to say that
they "don't see race".
Confronting racism requires education and patience. It
demands not only good citizens, but effective legislation.
For the past four decades, the Racial Discrimination Act
has played its part. The need for the Act is unlikely to
disappear any time soon. Indeed, for all our success with
multiculturalism, our human frailty almost certainly
means the Act will be required for the next 40 years as
well.
Tim Soutphommasane is Australia's Race Discrimination
Commissioner, a former columnist with The Age, and the
author of I'm Not Racist But … (NewSouth).
http://www.theage.com.au/comment/theracialdiscrimin
ation-act-is-as-importantasever20151029-gkm646.html

_________________________________________________________
Is Shakespeare's Shylock antisemitic? Howard Jacobson takes a deeper view
Jews are embarrassed by The Merchant of Venice, says Howard Jacobson.
That’s why they call it antisemitic
October 22, 2015
"In fact, it wouldn't at all surprise me, though I'm not
going to say this happened, if one of the teachers said,
'Jacobson, Isaacson and Goldberg, you're Jews, you read
this'.
"But we used it as a sort of joke speech. Whenever any
of our parents said something was antisemitic, which
they always seemed to be doing to our adolescent eyes,
we would go 'Yeah, yeah, Hasn't a Jew eyes'."

According to Howard Jacobson, The Merchant of Venice is
not
antisemitic.
Embarrassing
maybe,
but
not
antisemitic.
"I never really thought it was," the author said. "When I
was one of 20 Jewish boys at the non-Jewish school we
were at, we did The Merchant of Venice and we became
all very self-conscious about the 'Hath not a Jew eyes'
speech and all that.

Howard Jacobson
SEE ALSO

The Gentile Shylock
Howard Jacobson to rewrite Shakespeare
Great expectations but Jacobson doubts he will win the
Man Booker this year
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Mr Jacobson was reflecting on Shakespeare's play - and
his own retelling of it in his latest novel - ahead of a
BBC1 documentary called Shylock's Ghost broadcast next
week.
The film, which is the latest in the Imagine series
presented by Alan Yentob, sees the Man Booker Prizewinning author travel to Venice's 500-year-old ghetto
which, had Shylock existed, would have been his home.
From there Mr Jacobson and Mr Yentob explore the
myths that lie behind "the pound of flesh" that Shylock
demands of the defaulting Antonio, and inevitably the
charge that Shylock is an antisemitic charcterisation of a
Jew.
Mr Jacobson acknowledges that his view of the play is by
no means definitive."In the film I interview lots of
Shakespeareans, including James Shapiro and Stephen
Greenblatt, and both them say no, it is an antisemitic
play. But Greenblatt says it may be antisemitic, but
nonetheless… and in that 'nonetheless' is everything that
interests you about Shakespeare.

"The whole business of making this programme wasn't
about, can we somehow save Jews from the horrible
things Shakespeare did? I don't think that's the right way
to read that play."
So has making the documentary and writing his novel,
My Name is Shylock, changed his view of Shakespeare's
Jew? "It has, but not to the degree that it's a loving
portrait of a Jew when I previously thought it was
hateful."
The film explores Shylock's personality as well as his
Jewishness.
"What do you do with the fact that when the chance
comes for Shylock to still kill Antonio, but at the cost of
his own life, he refuses?" asks Mr Jacobson. "In other
words, is Shylock a coward? For Greenblatt, this is where
Shylock refuses to be a suicide bomber. His hatred of
Antonio is not so great that he will risk his own life.
What's one to make of that? How does that make sense
of him?"
So are Jews wrong to see the play as antisemitic? Not
quite. For Mr Jacobson, there is no right or wrong rather it is all part of what he calls the "knotty" condition
that goes with being Jewish and watching the play.
"The argument I have in my novel is about rescuing
Shylock not from Shakespeare but from the way Shylock
has been read, not least by many Jews who have not got
past the stage I was at when I was an adolescent. I think
a lot of Jews see in Shylock a picture of the Jew that
embarrasses them, so that they move towards an
antisemitic play when I don't think that's justified."
'Shylock's Ghost' is on BBC 1 on Tuesday. 'My Name is
Shylock' is published in February
http://www.thejc.com/lifestyle/lifestylefeatures/14782
7/is-shakespeares-shylock-antisemitic-howard-jacobsontakes-a-deep

An 1890 illustration of Shylock

__________________________________________________________________________

Op-Ed: Those well educated and despicable anti-Semites
The best of European culture embraced Nazism just as today
it is embracing new anti-Semitism.

Published: Thursday, October 29, 2015 5:58 PM
Benn, Ernst Jünger, Mircea Eliade, Wilhelm Furtwängler,
Ernst von Karajan, Knut Hamsun, Emile Cioran and Louis
Ferdinand Celine.

Giulio Meotti
The writer, an Italian journalist with Il Foglio, writes a
twice-weekly...

Yes, we have Scarlett Johansson and J.K. Rowling, the
brave actor and writer who refused to join the boycott
movement of the State of Israel. But the anti-Semites
have dozens of luminaries and professors.
The Guardian, the leading British leftist newspaper, just
published an appeal to sever any ties with Israeli
universities. The appeal has been signed by 350
professors working in UK academia.
These BDS supporters are the grandchildren of those
Max Weinreich called “Hitler’s Professors”.
If Italy’s Fascism had writers and philosophers such as
Gabriel D’Annunzio, Luigi Pirandello, Giovanni Gentile and
Tommaso Marinetti, Hitler’s Nazism had an even greater
list of talents: Martin Heidegger, Carl Schmitt, Gottfried

BDS supporters are the grandchildren of those Max
Weinreich
called
“Hitler’s
Professors”.

The best of European culture
embraced Nazism just as today it is embracing new antiSemitism. The cowardice of the intellectuals, academics
and men of letters on the “Jewish question” is repeated
today on the issue of Israel.
Henry Rousso called it “Le Syndrome de Vichy”. The
reference is to France under Nazi occupation, when the
cream of Paris’ writers continued their work, pleasing the
Germans, getting favors, condemning the Jews to death
by their indifference and hypocrisy.
Consider the words and images associated with Israel in
recent years by these new anti-Semitic intellectuals in
their newspapers, in their books, in their university
classrooms: “s**t”, “Nazi”, “racist”, “apartheid”, “ethnic
cleansing”, “settler”, “war criminal”, “illegal”.
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These BDS supporters hope to nail an entire people, the
Jewish people, to a dark destiny: being exterminated or
being the exterminator, perpetuating the myth of a
“race” inevitably involved in bloody tragedies, forcing 7
million Israeli Jews, a minority in the the immense Arab
world, to the choice between national suicide or a
desperate war. Europe and the Arab world are sinking
into a deadly mentality, planning once again
to inflict horrors on the Jewish people.
In their cumulative effect, the consequences of this new
defamatory language against the reputation of Israel
have been devastating. Neither Syria’s Assad, nor Iran’s
mullahs or North Korea, not the worst African satrapies,
enjoy this special treatment.
Only Israel. Only the Jews.
It is ironic to see how the University of Jerusalem is now
being targeted by boycotters of the Jewish State from
Paris to London. It was founded 23 years before the
establishment of Israel. The opening ceremony on Mt.
Scopus, overlooking the city of Jerusalem, took place on
April 11 1925: there were almost no buildings, the few
members could not guarantee the continuity of courses
and the very act of foundation seemed more an act of
faith that the realization of a comprehensive plan.
The opening ceremony was held by Lord Arthur Hames
Balfour, the British statesman, who in 1917 had signed
the famous declaration in which the Government of His

Majesty promoted “the establishment of a national home
for the Jewish people in Palestine”.
In the ‘30s the Hebrew University, the same one that is
being boycotted today in many Western universities,
received a lifeline with the influx of young
Jewish scientists and researchers who could not pursue
their studies in Europe due to anti-Semitic laws.
Remember Dagens Nyheter, the most intellectual and
sophisticated Swedish newspaper, which published one of
the most violent anti-Semitic editorials ever written,
entitled “Muslim hatred of Jews is justified”. The author,
historian of religion Jan Samuelson, declared that as long
as Israel remains an “occupier”, the Arab-Islamic
rejection is understandable.
Remember Johann Hari, who in the world of British
journalism, known for reliability, precision, elegance and
fair comment, was prized as “Journalist of the Year” by
Amnesty International. Hari wrote a column for the leftist
daily The Independent: “Whenever I try to mouth these
words (of reassurance for Israel), a remembered smell
fills my nostrils. It is the smell of s**t."
No other country in the world is compared so often to
“s**t” as the State of Israel by these well educated,
bohemian and despicable anti-Semites.
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/Articles/Article.asp
x/17791#.VjM3FCsYNuw

_______________________________________________________________________

Jews in America struggled for decades to become white.
Now we must give up whiteness to fight racism.

Let's teach our children that we are, in fact, not white, but simply Jewish.
By Gil Steinlauf
Gil Steinlauf is the senior rabbi at Adas Israel
Congregation in Washington, D.C.
Adapted from a Rosh Hashanah sermon delivered
at Adas Israel Congregation.

This summer, I had a conversation with a young woman
about her Jewish identity. She told me how she grew up
in a family that was very involved in her synagogue. She
went to Jewish day school. She had been to Israel
multiple times. But she felt very far from her Jewishness.
She simply couldn’t find the relevance of Judaism as she
was making her way on her own in the world. I asked her
what she did feel passionate about. She told me she has
been reading and thinking a lot about racial justice. What
moved her was the #BlackLivesMatter movement —
how, in light of Ferguson, Charleston and seemingly
endless incidents of injustice against black people in our
society, she felt a need to grapple with the racism that is
so pervasive in this country and how it affects her
identity.
“As a white woman,” she said, “as the product of so
much white privilege, it makes me all the more angry to

September 22
see how other white people so blindly and carelessly feed
into the racial climate of our society.” “So the fact that
you are white makes this issue all the more painful, all
the more personal for you?” I asked. “Yes,” she said.
I certainly identified with her angst. I find the reality of
American racism unbearable: the legacy of slavery; the
institutional discrimination that is so pervasive; the
scourge of mass incarceration of black Americans, with
its collateral damage on families; the ongoing blight of
housing segregation; the role of law enforcement in
furthering racist systems and hierarchies; all this, and so
much more. My answer to her, and my answer for all
American Jews during these Days of Awe, is that finding
our true Jewish identity can begin by questioning our
whiteness.
In a flawed and racist society, we Jewish Americans are
prospering, reaching the top echelons of privilege and
power. With racism and injustice entrenched year after
year, generation after generation, we must now ask
ourselves: What role do we play in that injustice now
that most of us live as white people in America? We must
cease to consider ourselves to be part of the social
construct of whiteness, despite all the white privilege
that America affords us, privilege that eluded many of
our parents and grandparents. Starting in this new year
of 5776, we must teach our children that we are, in fact,
not white, but simply Jewish.
The great blessing and promise of America to our
ancestors was that it was a land of opportunity, where
we are all recognized as equal, where nothing, not even
the heavens, is beyond our reach. We all know that the
saga of Jews in America is a stunning success story. Our
success here is built on the efforts of the first
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generations of American Jews who struggled mightily to
assimilate — to slough off the ways of the old country, to
out-American the Americans. In many ways, today it’s
difficult for us to appreciate how remarkable this success
is.
Well into the 20th century, we Jews were barred from
the whitest country clubs. We couldn’t buy houses in the
whitest neighborhoods. Even today, some of us
remember being called anti-Semitic names, having
pennies thrown at us or being beaten up because we are
Jewish. But that young woman I spoke with this summer,
and most of her young adult Jewish peers today, can
hardly fathom being singled out, being treated as
“other,” because of their Jewishness. And the main
reason why anti-Semitism is no longer mainstream in our
society is because sometime in the last half century, we
convinced America that we, too, are white.
All those years of singular focus on making it in America
paid off! Our achievements in business, in medicine, in
the arts, in government, in all circles of American life
have resulted in success and security rarely known to our
wandering ancestors. The history of my own synagogue
in D.C., Adas Israel Congregation, mirrors the history of
Jews in our country. Over a century ago, its founders
dreamed of one day building what they referred to as a
“great Cathedral synagogue” standing tall and proud in
our nation’s capital, as powerful as the great American
monuments of this city. By this spring, the president of
the United States was visiting their congregation to give
a speech and visit with preschool kids.
These
days,
the
country
clubs
and
exclusive
neighborhoods are as Jewish as they are WASPy. Indeed,
we Jewish people have been building a great, shining
American tower, and we have just about reached the
highest heavens. But in our own century, we are waking
up to the fact that our astounding success in America is a
Pyrrhic victory. Our own children and grandchildren,
raised as white American children of privilege, have
completely forgotten who built their place in society, or
why their well-meaning ancestors so passionately
endeavored to build it. Many no longer value their
essential Jewishness in their worldviews or life plans. For
most, the success built by American Jews is
indistinguishable from general American white, privileged
success. That young woman was right in noticing that
most white Americans — Jewish, WASP or otherwise —
can’t or don’t fully notice how people of color are trapped
by racist structures of power. They can’t even identify
how racism infuses all aspects of our lives, our choices
and our expectations of themselves and others, despite
good intentions.
You might think I’m not being entirely fair. Yes, most of
us and our children are a part of white America now. But
we know plenty of young Jewish Americans who are very
proudly Jewish. Many are devoted to Israel, devoted to
good causes; they fight racism and other injustices. But
if we are going to take our American-ness and our
Jewishness seriously, we must own all the ways that we
have benefited from and continue to benefit from the
worst elements of American racist culture.
I write about racism and Jewish identity not because we
are not good people. I write about this because in
recognizing race as central in American Jewish identity,
we cannot only more effectively use our success in this
country for good purposes, but we can return truly to the
essence of what being Jewish in the world really means.

Our people have been known by many names over the
centuries. Once, we were called Hebrews. In Hebrew, the
word is “Ivri,” which translates as “the other” or “from
somewhere else.” We were also called “B’nai Yisrael,” the
Children of Israel. Yisra’el literally means “struggling with
God.” We are to be the ones who struggle with ultimate
issues of life, of values, of justice. Through the centuries,
our moments of power have been all too fleeting. Mostly,
our hope has been to be tolerated. From our place at the
periphery, we have responded always with the ability to
critique injustice, to adopt the cause of the oppressed, to
envision a better and more just world. Even in times
when we participated fully in non-Jewish societies, we
always knew that we stood with one foot in the
mainstream, and one foot outside.
America is unique in Jewish history because the social
construct of power and oppression in this society came to
be based more on skin color than on religion or ethnic
identity. Because of that, along with the best of American
values and our own hard work, we now find ourselves as
another privileged white ethnicity. Despite our only good
intentions, we are — all of us — full participants and
beneficiaries of the American evil known as racism.
[Only white people can save themselves from racism and
white supremacism]
The brilliance of being Jewish, though, is that we
stubbornly refuse to fit into any social construct of power
or oppression. We are simply Ivri’im, people from
“somewhere else,” people who struggle with God and
justice, who demand that the rest of the world does, too,
and see every human life as sacred because we are all in
the image of God. And the truth is, we have never
belonged to one race alone. The Torah tells us that we
left Egypt with the “erev rav,” with a mixed multitude of
peoples. Around the world there are Jews of color, Asian
Jews, Jews of all kinds. The idea that Jews are white is
not only ridiculous, it’s offensive to who we really are!
Yes, societies like America come along sometimes and
give us privileges and powerful labels like “white.” In
America’s racist social construct, Jews are very much
white people, but we must never again think of ourselves
that way — it’s time for us to opt out of that racist
paradigm, because we are Jews.
Imagine what we and our children could be like if we
associate our Jewishness with an essential statement
against racism and discrimination. Even though we and
our children have benefited from the best schools and
jobs and housing that whiteness affords, we can be the
ones to challenge the system from within. We can be the
ones who change business practices, housing codes,
policing, correctional facilities, social policies, unequal
schools — motivated by our values and our Jewish
historical experience. Indeed, so many progressive
leaders in this country have been Jews (including
some Jewish founders of the NAACP), motivated exactly
by this vision. But so many more of us need to own our
real power, which is not our whiteness, but our
Jewishness, our Torah and our tradition that motivates
us to remember the stranger, for we were strangers in
Egypt; that calls on us to lift up the cause of all those
who are oppressed.
Of course, the racist power structures that we need to
fight against are not so easily cast aside. No matter
whether we call ourselves white or not, Jews will still be
less likely than people of color to be stopped — or shot —
by police, will still be unlikely to face discrimination in
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school, at work, in real estate, from banks. But we can
Read more from PostEverything:
still reckon more fully with those advantages, and refuse
Why a bunch of rabbis went to Baltimore to protest —
to accept them unthinkingly. And we must use the clout
and pray
that accrues from them to work to erase those
Should rabbis really be wading into the debate over the
inequalities for future generations.
Iran deal?
Our great sage Hillel taught that Torah boiled down to
Go ahead and debate the Middle East at your Passover
this: “What is hateful to you, do not do to others. All the
seder
rest is commentary.” If we let Hillel’s wisdom guide the
https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/20
way, then Jews in America today can go live proudly as
15/09/22/jews-in-america-struggled-for-generations-toJews, as a light to the nations. May we all be that light in
become-white-now-we-must-give-up-that-privilege-tothis world that so badly needs repair.
fight-racism/
____________________________________________________________________________

David Sheen The Electronic Intifada 28 September 2015
While his public statements of compassion for
people, and themselves calling for Jews to commit
marginalized groups have earned Pope Francis the
genocide against Muslims, Christians and other nonrespect of many, the Holy See’s diplomatic recognition of
Jews.
the Palestinian Authority as the “state of Palestine” in
The most extreme statements of the afternoon came
June ignited the fury of rabbis with links to the Israeli
from the head of this Sanhedrin, Rabbi Yisrael Ariel, who
government, army and academia.
claimed that according to the 12th century Jewish sage
Maimonides, the Jewish people are commanded to kill
non-Jewish people who do not agree to abandon
Christianity and Islam and be governed by Jewish law.
Advocating genocide
This writer was present and recorded the Sanhedrin’s
proceedings, including a call by Ariel for genocide against
non-Jews (listen by playing the video at the top of this
page).
“This is what the Torah commanded us,” he explained,
“‘When thou drawest nigh unto a city to fight against it,
then proclaim peace unto it’ [Deuteronomy 20:10]. What
is meant by ‘peace’? Maimonides says that they must
agree to follow the seven Noahide laws … Meaning, you
Temple movement rabbi proselytizes for genocide
ask them,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9edV7ta-r-Y
‘Do you follow the seven laws? If so, we will allow
you to live.’ If not, you kill all of their males, by
On 9 September, a group calling itself the “Nascent
sword. You only leave the women.
Sanhedrin” (a reconstituted council of Jewish sages) held
“How do you leave them? They must all agree to follow
court in Jerusalem and accused the pontiff and other
the seven laws. And that is how you impose the Seven
world leaders of crimes against the Jewish people.
Laws on that city. We will conquer Iraq, Turkey. We will
Speaking to a crowd of about 40 men and a handful of
get to Iran, too. We will impose the seven Noahide laws
women at the Diaspora Yeshiva seminary in the Old City
on all of these places.
of Jerusalem, the leaders of the Sanhedrin gave a series
“You say, ‘I call upon you in peace.’ If they raise the flag
of speeches excoriating Pope Francis, US President
[of surrender] and say, ‘From now on there is no more
Barack Obama, the European Union, the United Nations
Christianity, no more Islam,’ the mosques and the
and other international bodies for not supporting Israel’s
Christian spires and their crosses come down, ‘from now
claims to “exclusive patrimony” over all of historic
on we follow the seven Noahide laws.’”
Palestine.
Ariel went on to suggest that Jewish people should also
For three hours, the rabbis oscillated between accusing
kill US President Barack Obama.
world leaders of plotting genocide against the Jewish
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“Therefore Maimonides says that if you see a person in
the street who does not follow the Seven Laws — this is
what he says — if we have the might, you have to kill
him. If you catch Obama on the street, and you know
that he does not follow the Seven Laws, etc.”
A man in the audience interjected: “You are commanded
to kill him.”
Ariel responds: “Sorry?”
The man repeats: “You are commanded to kill him, and
the sooner the better.”
Ariel responds in the affirmative: “This is why we have
Maimonides. If someone threatens you, to ruin you, to
kill you, you kill him first.”
Ariel’s comments on Obama followed the reading of a
long list of charges against Obama, the Pope and other
world leaders, including “theft and conspiracy to conduct
theft of the Land of Israel from the People of Israel” and
“bloodshed, murder and standing idly by the blood of
others” which “threatens the very existence of Israel, if
not the total genocide of the People of Israel.”
The Sanhedrin claims the “Land of Israel” as “from the
Euphrates to the Nile.” This would mean Israeli
occupation of parts of Syria, Iraq, Egypt and the whole of
the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip and Jordan, and
probably parts of Saudi Arabia, Turkey and Kuwait.
Settler extremists
Ariel is the former rabbi of the Jewish seminary in Yamit,
an illegal settlement that Israel established in the Sinai
during its occupation of Egyptian territories from 1967.
The settlement was evacuated in 1982 after a peace
treaty was agreed with Egypt.
In the 1981 elections, Ariel was number two on the
electoral list for Kach, the extremist group led by the late
Rabbi Meir Kahane. Kahane was a fanatic who called for
the expulsion by force of all Palestinians from the West
Bank, Gaza and current-day Israel. A small group of
Kahane’s supporters were the last hold-outs to be
removed from Yamit when it was evacuated. Kahane
himself was flown in from New York to negotiate with
them.
Ariel has a long history of such genocidal statements. In
2010, he threatened to destroy any Palestinian state
established. In 1994, after the Israeli-American settler
Baruch Goldstein massacred 29 Palestinians in a Hebron
mosque, Ariel praised the attacker as “a martyr. And
martyrs are above saints and righteous men.”
Ariel’s mention during his remarks at Diaspora Yeshiva of
seven Noahide laws refers to a set of rules that Orthodox
Jews believe are binding upon not only Jewish people,
but all human beings. Some of these laws are common
sense, like the prohibitions on murder and theft; others
criminalize the worship of other gods and same-sex
relations.
Burning churches
Although Christianity and Islam, like Judaism, are
considered monotheistic Abrahamic religions, Ariel
insisted that they run afoul of the Noahide laws: “all of
the Christians are classified as idol worshippers. Muslims
are too. None of them showed up here, for example, and
said, ‘I agree to follow the seven laws.’”
Ayoub Kara, the only Palestinian lawmaker in Israel’s
ruling Likud party, actively proselytizes in Palestinian
communities in present-day Israel, trying to convince
residents to formally adopt the seven Noahide laws.
According to rabbis who work in tandem with Kara, these
efforts are supported by Israel’s Interior Ministry.

In June, the Church of the Multiplication of the Loaves
and Fishes in the Galilee was torched and defaced with
Hebrew-language graffiti denouncing idol worship. Soon
after, Bentzi Gopstein, another Jewish extremist leader,
publicly called for the burning of churches, designating
Christians as idol worshippers and citing Maimonides.
At a forum for Jewish seminary students in August, in
answer to the question, “Are you in favor of burning
churches in the Land of Israel, yes or no?” Gopstein
responded: “You have to burn, are you for Maimonides or
against Maimonides? … Yes, of course … Didn’t
Maimonides rule that we must burn? Idol worship must
be burned … Yes, of course. Of course, that’s
Maimonides. Simply yes, why are you even asking? …
You have any doubt?”
Israeli police have not charged Gopstein over the
incident. Although Israeli law prohibits incitement to
racism, a legal loopholes permit the offensive statements
if they are couched in religious terminology.
Theocracy
Named after a council of Jewish sages that existed more
than 2,000 years ago, the self-declared “Sanhedrin” was
established in 2004 and its founders aspire for it to
subsume the secular structures of the Israeli government
and turn the country from a Jewish ethnocracy into a
Jewish theocracy.
At present the Sanhedrin does not have an official
mandate from the Israeli government, and its
pronouncements are not treated with deference by all
Orthodox rabbis. Nevertheless, the fact that one of the
most respected Talmud scholars in the world, Adin
Steinsaltz, has served as the group’s president since
2004 grants it some legitimacy (Steinsaltz also received
the President’s Prize from former President Shimon Peres
for his Talmud scholarship). The Sanhedrin’s website, at
time of publication, listed Steinsaltz as the group’s
president.

Rabbi Yisrael Ariel is head of the Temple Institute, which
seeks the destruction of the al-Aqsa mosque and its
replacement with a Jewish temple. Muammar Awad APA
images

Among the Sanhedrin’s current leaders are Rabbi Hillel
Weiss, a professor emeritus of Bar Ilan University and
ideologue of Israel’s ruling Likud party, and Rabbi Yoel
Schwartz, a lecturer at the Jerusalem seminary Dvar
Yerushalayim as well as cofounder and chairman of the
Israeli army’s first battalion of ultra-Orthodox combat
troops.
Ariel himself also serves as head of the Temple Institute,
a group that aims to destroy Jerusalem’s al-Aqsa mosque
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(the third-holiest site in Islam) and replace it with a
Jewish temple.
According to a May 2013 report published by the Israeli
group Ir Amim, the Temple Institute is directly funded by
the Israeli government to the tune of hundreds of
thousands of shekels annually.
Jewish control of holy site
The movement to wrest control of the compound from
Islamic authorities and augment Jewish religious
activities on the site has received support from numerous
Israeli government lawmakers, including ruling Likud
party ministers Yisrael Katz and Miri Regev, as well as
secretary-general of the opposition Labor party Yehiel
“Hilik” Bar.
After the home of a Palestinian family in the West Bank
village of Duma was firebombed in July, burning to death
the family’s father and mother and their 18-month-old
baby, the Sanhedrin rabbis issued a statement of support
for the Jewish extremists that Israel put under

administrative detention in the wake of the attack (they
were not charged with any crime).
The statement reads: “You are blessed for being caught
while engaged in your relentless and uncompromising
struggle for the sake of the conquest and inheritance of
Israel.”
The 9 September session of the Sanhedrin adjourned
without any definitive decision on the charges against the
Pope, Obama and other world leaders for alleged crimes
against the Jewish people. The group announced that the
court would reconvene and the trial would resume in
Jerusalem on 7 October.
Meanwhile, its head rabbi almost certainly continues to
receive financial support from Netanyahu’s government
to help fulfill his dominionist aspirations.
David Sheen is an independent writer and filmmaker.
Born in Toronto, Canada, Sheen now lives in Dimona. His
website is www.davidsheen.com and he can be followed
on Twitter: @davidsheen.
https://electronicintifada.net/content/video-templemovement-rabbi-proselytizes-genocide/14870
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Jordanian Cleric Who Banned Killing Jews Sets Record Straight: Jihad Against Brothers Of Apes And
Pigs A Duty
Jordanian Cleric Against Killing Jews: If You Don’t Attack Them, They Don’t Attack You (The Internet)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Harvard to Establish Jewish and Israeli Law Program

Professor Noah Feldman will direct the new academic initiative
By Liel Leibovitz
“Throughout history, Jewish law has made profound
contributions to legal thought and practice, and it
remains vibrant and relevant around the world,” said
Martha Minow, the law school’s dean. “Through their
extraordinary generosity, the Julis Family has created
November 3, 2015
significant new opportunities for our community to
Thanks to a generous gift from Mitchell R. Julis, one of
explore this living legal tradition as well as the laws and
America’s most successful hedge fund managers,
legal discourse of a nation, which shares the same roots
Harvard Law School announced today the launch of the
and many new branches.”
Julis-Rabinowitz Program in Jewish and Israeli Law. The
http://www.tabletmag.com/scroll/194712/harvardnew initiative will fund visiting scholars and fellows, hold
establishes-jewish-and-israeli-law-program
classes devoted to traditional Jewish legal texts, host an
***
annual conference, and organize events related to “the
Harvard starting Jewish and Israeli law program
impact and study of Jewish law in Israel, in the United
November 3, 2015 3:20pm
States, and across the world.” The announcement follows
the September launch of a similar center for Islamic law
at Yale, made possible by a $10 million gift from Saudi
banker Abdallah S. Kamel.
The Harvard program’s director will be Noah Feldman,
the Harvard law professor and public intellectual best
known for helping to write the Iraqi constitution in the
aftermath of Operation Iraqi Freedom. “Jewish law and
Israeli law are distinct and different,” Feldman said,
explaining the rationale for the new center, “yet they
also interact and make claims on each other. It makes
sense to study them both in the same program, even as
The entrance to Harvard Law School campus in
we study them independently.” The Julis gift, he added,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, May 10 2010.
“gives us a broad ambit to bring in a wide range of voices
Darren McCollester/Getty Images
to explore these fascinating and rich topics from all
(JTA) — Harvard Law School is launching a
sides.”
program on Jewish and Israeli law.
Over the past few years, Feldman, joining other
The Julis-Rabinowitz Program in Jewish and Israeli Law,
members of Harvard’s faculty as well as visiting scholars,
established through a gift from hedge fund manager
has taught courses on Jewish legal topics such as
Mitchell Julis, will bring in visiting scholars, host an
“Custom and Legal Authority” or “The Other and the
annual conference and offer courses.
Enemy in Jewish Law.” He will be aided in running the
Harvard Law professor Noah Feldman will be the
new center by Tablet contributing editor Menachem
program’s inaugural director. At 32, Feldman advised the
Butler, who will serve as special advisor for Jewish Law
Iraqi government on how to write its Constitution in
Projects.
2003.
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Breaking News
Forbes ranks Janet Yellen, Zuckerberg and Netanyahu
among world’s ‘most powerful’
“Jewish law and Israeli law are distinct and different,”
Feldman told Tablet. “Yet they also interact and make
claims on each other. It makes sense to study them both
in the same program, even as we study them
independently.”
Harvard’s announcement follows the establishment of
Yale University’s Islamic law center, which was started in
September with a $10 million gift from Saudi banker
Abdallah Kamel.

“Throughout history, Jewish law has made profound
contributions to legal thought and practice, and it
remains vibrant and relevant around the world,” Harvard
Law professor Martha Minow said in a Harvard news
release on Tuesday. “[T]he Julis Family has created
significant new opportunities for our community to
explore this living legal tradition as well as the laws and
legal discourse of a nation, which shares the same roots
and many new branches.”

Can someone please explain the following
regarding the Syrian refugees arriving in Europe
from war torn destinations.
1. How come they all seem to have endless
supplies of money to pay the people traffickers.
2. Most appear to have working mobile phones.
3. Most appear well dressed and fed and do not
appear to be suffering the effects of malnutrition.
4. Most of the refugees are men of military age.
5. Why are other Muslim nations not helping their
fellow Muslims – Saudi, Kuwait, U.A.E. Indonesia
to name but a few of the 57 Muslim countries.
6. How come the two boys and their mother
drowned off the Turkish coast can be returned for
burial to the place they fled, so quickly, to what I
believed to be I.S. held territory.

7. Could it be they are being paid to come to
Europe as a way to increase the Muslim population
and get IS fighters embedded in Europe? We all
know life is cheap from an I.S. point, so the loss of
a few lives along the way has no meaning for them
as long as it benefits their cause.

http://www.jta.org/2015/11/03/news-opinion/unitedstates/harvard-starting-jewish-and-israeli-law-program

_____________________________________________

***
How was it that the same family – whose mother and
children died – had been living in Turkey for the previous
3 years before they decided to cross to Greece? From
whom were they fleeing? What are they fleeing from in
France? Where are the old people? Why so very few
women and Children?

***
Die neue Völkerwanderrung: Rede von Thilo Sarrazin
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WfXVY_8x6c8

_______________________________________________
Jewish rights group publish
“Stop Boycotting Jewish Academics” Guardian advert

October 30, 2015
Jewish Human Rights Watch has published an advert in
organised boycotts of, and disturbances in, lectures given
the Guardian urging an end to boycotts of ‘Jewish
by Jewish academics.
academics’,
following
343
scholars printing
a
commitment to boycott Israeli universities in the
publication last week.
Published on Friday, it draws parallels between the antiIsrael Boycotts, Divestment and Sanctions movement
(BDS) and the policy of boycotting Jewish businesses
during Nazi Germany.
It includes an image of Nazi guards blocking Jews from
entering
a
university
in
Vienna
in
1938,
adding: “Message to the Boycotters. An academic
boycott of Jews is not a new idea.”
On JHRW’s website, a spokesperson said: “We call upon
the named universities involved in this hoodwinked
attempt at anti-Semitism, to dissociate themselves from
these so-called academics. We urge the universities
to see the truth.
The UK does not and will not allow the BDS movement to
lead this unprecedented rise in anti-Semitism. Its tirade
of anti-Semitism has gone unchallenged for too long.”
They told Jewish News, “we were able to fund the advert
through asking our supporters to help make a difference
The text reads:
in our battle.”
“In many universities, up to one third of the faculty were
“Starting in April 1933, German academics actively
purged in this way.
colluded in the dismissal of their own Jewish colleagues,
Those responsible included philosophers of worldwide
under the Nazi Law for the Re-Establishment of the
renown such as Martin Heidegger at Heidelberg
Professional Civil Service.
University, and also many junior scholars who spotted
So did the activists of the National Socialist Students’
opportunities to advance their own careers.
League which, long before the Nazis came to power,
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In light of this background, it is disturbing that 350
British academics would support attempts to boycott all
academic institutions in the Jewish state.
Those institutions are not responsible for government
policies, any more than Cambridge, Oxford, LSE or UCL
are responsible for the policies of David Cameron.
Few of these academics have called for boycotts of the
institutions of other nations either: their relentless focus
is on the institutions of the Jewish state.

Therefore we call upon British universities to show
responsibility and immediately disassociate themselves
from this deplorable gesture, which damages their
institutions and goes against the fundamental idea that
universities should be promoting: Learning – free from
antisemitic boycotts.”
http://www.jewishnews.co.uk/jewish-rights-grouppublish-stop-boycotting-jewish-academics-guardianadvert/

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

UK academics boycott universities in Israel to fight for Palestinians' rights
Peter Walker and Ian Black
Tuesday 27 October 2015 20.20 AEDT Last modified on Wednesday 28 October 2015 06.33 AEDT
British and Israeli governments condemn pledge by
wounded, and 10 were murdered – blatantly ignore the
343 professors and lecturers who criticise what
lives of Israelis, and the conditions necessary for peace.”
they call ‘Israel’s illegal occupation of Palestinian
The advert was also condemned by Richard Verber,
land’
senior vice-president of the Board of Deputies of British
More than 300 academics from dozens of British
Jews. He told Jewish News: “We would ask why these
universities have pledged to boycott Israeli academic
academics are singling out Israel in such a discriminatory
institutions in protest at what they call intolerable human
fashion. At a time of immense, often barbaric, upheaval
rights violations against the Palestinian people.
in other parts of the Middle East, Israel remains a beacon
The declaration, by 343 professors and lecturers, is
of academic excellence and progressive thinking.
printed in a full-page advertisement carried in Tuesday’s
Guardian, with the title: “A commitment by UK scholars
to the rights of Palestinians.”
The pledge says the signatories, from a variety of
universities in England and Wales, will not accept
invitations to visit Israeli academic institutions, act as
referees for them, or take part in events organised or
funded by them. They will, however, still work with
individual Israeli academics, it adds.
The advert says the signatories are “deeply disturbed by
Israel’s illegal occupation of Palestinian land, the
intolerable human rights violations that it inflicts on all
sections of the Palestinian people, and its apparent
determination to resist any feasible settlement”.
In a statement on behalf of the organisers of the boycott,
Prof Jonathan Rosenhead, of the London School of
Palestinian protesters run from teargas fired by Israeli
Economics, said Israel’s universities were “at the heart of
soldiers during clashes in the West Bank. Photograph:
Israel’s violations of international law and oppression of
Emad Drimly/Xinhua Press/Corbis
the Palestinian people”.
“In the complex conflict between Israel and the
He said: “These signatures were all collected despite the
Palestinians, boycotting either side will lead to zero
pressures that can be put on people not to criticise the
progress. Their energy would be much better spent
state of Israel. Now that the invitation to join the
encouraging academic dialogue and relations between
commitment is in the public domain, we anticipate many
like-minded Israelis and Palestinians who believe in a
more to join us.”
brighter future.”
The initiative brought immediate criticism from the
The advert comes less than a week after a group of
British and Israeli governments. The British ambassador
writers, academics, MPs and others, among them JK
to Israel, David Quarrey, said he was “deeply committed”
Rowling, Simon Schama and Zoë Wanamaker, wrote to
to promoting academic and scientific ties. He added: “As
the Guardian to criticise the idea of such boycotts. The
David Cameron has said, the UK government will never
letter followed a pledge in February by hundreds of
allow those who want to boycott Israel to shut down 60
artists and musicians to instigate a cultural boycott of
years worth of vibrant exchange and partnership that
Israel due to the country’s “unrelenting attack on
does so much to make both our countries stronger.”
[Palestinian] land, their livelihood, their right to political
The Israeli embassy in London published a scathing
existence”.
response to the ad, saying: “Boycott movements only
The counter-letter called boycotts singling out Israel
aim to sow hatred and alienation between the sides,
“divisive and discriminatory”. It said: “We will be seeking
rather than promoting coexistence.
to inform and encourage dialogue about Israel and the
“The only path to advancing peace between Israelis and
Palestinians in the wider cultural and creative
Palestinians passes through the negotiation room. Israel
community. While we may not all share the same views
has called time and again for the renewal of talks
on the policies of the Israeli government, we all share a
immediately, without any preconditions. Those who call
desire for peaceful coexistence.”
for a boycott against Israel during a month which saw 45
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/oct/27/ukacademics-boycott-universities-in-israel-to-fight-forstabbing attacks – in which more than 100 Israelis were
palestinians-rights
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Requiem for Adolf Hitler
Mike Walsh, October 30, 2015

Napoleon Bonaparte and Adolf Hitler had much in
common. The first was of Tuscan (Italian) bloodline, yet
he liberated, unified and led the French nation. The latter
was of Austrian birth but freed, united and championed
the German people. Napoleon put an end to French
revolutionary abuses. Adolf Hitler brought an end to alien
corruption and cruel deprivations following the ruinous
victors’ terms inflicted upon Germany after World War
One.
Both leaders were of humble origin, revolutionary zeal,
courage beyond question, and rags to wreath military
prowess. Multitudes adored them whilst the privileged
classes, with their vested interests, trembled before
these great Europeans. After their defeat in battle by the
overwhelming might of the coalition ranged against
them, Napoleon and Hitler were vilified and demonized.
Eroica and Siegfried’s Death and Funeral March
It is true to say that, when Ludwig van Beethoven was
asked if he might be inspired to write a requiem for
Bonaparte, he gruffly replied: “I have already composed
the proper music for that catastrophe.”
Europe’s supreme composer was referring to the Second
Movement of his Eroica (Heroic Symphony) 3rd
Symphony. The honour was briefly removed when, upon
hearing that Napoleon was to crown himself emperor, the
extraordinary composer and pianist furiously scratched
the name Bonaparte from the title of this orchestral
work. However, Beethoven recanted. Three-months later
he informed his publisher that the composition’s real title
was and remained Bonaparte.
Napoleon Bonaparte was greatly admired by Adolf Hitler.
Upon the surrender of Paris, the German visionary
forbade the triumphant playing of the Paris Entry March.
During his visit to The City of Light Adolf Hitler first paid
homage at the Napoleonic Tomb. The two great leaders
did however part company when it came to personal

glorification. It is inconceivable that the Fuhrer would
crown himself emperor.
Was Hitler Siegfried?
Hitler, throughout his life, was inspired by the
orchestrations of Richard Wagner. Those familiar with
both the German composer’s operatic sagas and the
Fuhrer’s life are fascinated by the parallels drawn from
the stories of these heroes of Germanic folk lore. Were
these early manifestations translated through Wagner to
be re-born through Adolf Hitler?
The Ring of the Nibelungen tells of the struggle between
the Forces of Light led by Wotan, Brunhilde, Siegfried
and Sigmunde against the bacillus of evil and darkness.
These dark forces are the Nibelungen, swarthy
misshapen hook-nosed dwarves who work disguised,
dwell out of sight and steal the Rheingold (Germany’s
wealth).
A Quirk of History
There is another quirk of Hitler history. Das Lied der
Nibelungen is said to have been composed in the
Kurnberg Castle set on the Danube Plain. The fortress’s
imposing edifice is situated just a short country walk
from the rural home of Hitler during his boyhood. It is
not far distant from the grave of the German Chancellor’s
parents. As a boy, the future Fuhrer with schoolbooks
and pencils, walked in the shadows of the ramparts
Kurnberg Castle.
Had Richard Wagner been asked if he was inspired to
compose a funeral march for Adolf Hitler, who can doubt
he would have immediately replied: “I have already done
so: Siegfried’s Death and Funeral March.”
Tears of Inspiration
It is doubtful if there could be a more fitting funeral
tribute for the German revolutionary and statesman.
Intriguingly, we now know that the Wagnerian opera,
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Rienzi, The Last of the Tribunes, brought a youthful Adolf
Hitler to tears of inspiration.
Little wonder that this wonderful and inspirational opera
is airbrushed out of modern operatic events. Composed
fifty years before the Fuhrer was born it maps out the
Fuhrer’s life and mortal death in ways that can only be
described as being of supernatural mystery. This opera is
a most fitting operatic tribute to Adolf Hitler and for the
funeral march of Adolf Hitler, the requiem Siegfried’s
Death and Funeral March.
← Austrian Police Threaten a Nationwide Strike Due to
the Islamic Invasion
This is Islam! →

Mike Walsh
History Without the Spin | Author, Publishing and
Broadcasting, European Global Affairs Correspondent,
Free Thinking Journalism, Spin-Free History
http://renegadetribune.com/requiem-for-adolf-hitler/

____________________________________________________________________
MIDDLE EAST

Netanyahu Retracts Assertion That Palestinian Inspired Holocaust
By JODI
JERUSALEM — After more than a week of local and
international condemnation, Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu of Israel issued a statement on Friday
retracting his accusation that it was a Palestiniancleric
who gave Hitler the idea of annihilating Europe’s Jews
duringWorld War II.
Mr. Netanyahu, criticized even by Israeli historians for
distorting facts, had already said he never intended to
absolve Hitler of responsibility for the Holocaust by
blaming the mufti of Jerusalem, Haj Amin al-Husseini,
but the new statement went further.
“The decision to move from a policy of deporting Jews to
the Final Solution was made by the Nazis and was not
dependent on outside influence,” Mr. Netanyahu posted
on Facebook, in Hebrew and English. “The Nazis saw in
the Mufti a collaborator, but they did not need him to
decide on the systematic destruction of European Jewry,
which began in June 1941.”
Netanyahu Denounced for Saying Palestinian
Inspired HolocaustOCT. 21, 2015

News Clips

Netanyahu Clarifies Holocaust Comment
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS | Oct. 21, 2015 | 0:21
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel
explained his widely criticized comment about a
Palestinian leader being behind Hitler’s inspiration
for the Holocaust. video
http://www.nytimes.com/video/world/middleeast/1000
00003990965/netanyahuclarifiesholocaustcomment.html
comment.html

He went on: “Contrary to the impression that was
created, I did not mean to claim that in his conversation
with Hitler in November 1941 the Mufti convinced him to
adopt the Final Solution. The Nazis decided on that by
themselves.”SOCIATED
PRESS 1:23ReactioHitler
CommenReaction to Netanyahu’s Hitler Comment
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel sparked a
backlash for suggesting that a World War II-era
Palestinian religious leader convinced the Nazis to enact
the Holocaust.

RUDORENOCT. 30, 2015
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS on Publish
DateOctober 21, 2015. Photo by Menahem
Kahana/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images.
Watch in Times Video »
That description aligns with the prevailing view of
Holocaust historians, but was contradicted by Mr.
Netanyahu in a speech on Oct. 20 to the World Zionist
Congress where he recounted the meeting between Hitler
and Mr. Husseini. “Hitler didn’t want to exterminate the
Jews at the time — he wanted to expel the Jews,” Mr.
Netanyahu said in his speech. He quoted the mufti as
saying, “If you expel them, they’ll all come here,”
referring to Palestine, and then said Hitler had asked, “So
what should I do with them?” The mufti replied, “Burn
them,” according to Mr. Netanyahu.
Historians declared his account to be a lie that appeases
Holocaust denial, and many political analysts said Mr.
Netanyahu’s speech undermined his own accusations
that President Mahmoud Abbas of The Palestinian
Authority was peddling falsehoods. But the controversy
had mostly died down, making the timing of Mr.
Netanyahu’s Facebook post — on a Friday afternoon, a
quiet time in the Israeli news media — curious.
Asked why the prime minister had issued the additional
statement, a senior Israeli official would only say, “Set
the record straight,” and only on the condition of
anonymity.
Mr. Netanyahu wrote in the Facebook post that his initial
“remarks were intended to illustrate the murderous
approach of the mufti to the Jews in his lengthy contacts
with the Nazi leadership.” He said Mr. Husseini
“propagated the big lie that the Jews intend to destroy
the al-Aqsa mosque,” an idea that has been cited as a
main motivator for this month’s spate of Palestinian
attacks against Israeli Jews.
“This lie lives on and continues to exact a price in blood,”
Mr. Netanyahu continued. Saying that Mr. Abbas in 2013
called Mr. Husseini “a Palestinian ‘pioneer,’ ” he added,
“That the mufti remains an iconic figure among the
Palestinian leadership today speaks volumes about that
leadership’s real attitude towards Israel.”
A version of this article appears in print on October 31,
2015, on page A6 of the New York edition with the
headline:
Netanyahu
Retracts
Statement
on
Holocaust. Order Reprints| Today's Paper|Subscribe

__________________________________________________
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Holocaust Blackmail
By Lasha Darkmoon, October 31, 2015
It all boils down to this: Jews are demanding neverending financial reparations from Germany for inherited
“Holocaust trauma”. How much longer will Germany be a
cash cow for the Jews? Will the remote descendants of
today’s “Holocaust survivors” still be demanding money
from Germany 100 years from now? How much longer is
this racket going to go on?

COMPENSATION!
COMPENSATION!
WE
DEMAND
COMPENSATION!”
“Jewish activists in Scotland,” the Guardian reports, “have
started a campaign to support the grandchildren of
Holocaust survivors across the world, saying the trauma of the
extermination camps continues to haunt the descendants of
those who suffered there.”
Dan Glass, 29, from London, said he heard constant tales of the
Holocaust as he grew up, which have deeply affected him into
adulthood:
“All four of my grandparents narrowly avoided the gas
chambers in Auschwitz and countless of their friends met
with this fate. For my father it was a daily conversation in
my teens and early 20s and even though I very
profoundly understood his pain, one day I had to say to
him, ‘Dad, I can’t talk about this anymore.’ My father had
a whole wall of books on the subject of the Holocaust – it
was all he wanted to talk about, but it was so harrowing
for me.”

“All my dad talked about to me was the Holocaust!
It was so harrowing for me! “
Let’s scrutinize Mr Glass’s first point and see if it makes any
sense. Note his claim that all four of his grandparents “narrowly
avoided the gas chambers.” Let’s give Mr Glass the benefit of
the doubt. Let’s not ask him any embarrassing questions, such
as: (1) “Can you show me a single authentic gas chamber

anywhere in the world?” Or (2): “Can you explain how the
Pyramids, built more than 2000 years before the birth of Christ,
are still standing as proof that they were once built, whereas
there is not a single authentic Holocaust gas chamber in
existence today as proof that gas chambers ever existed?” Or
(3): “Are you aware that the gas chamber at Auschwitz, which
you claim your grandparents narrowly escaped, is a fake copy
built after the war?”
We will spare Mr Glass these acutely embarrassing questions.
Instead, we will concentrate on another important point which
appears to have escaped Mr Glass’s attention completely. It is
not clear how Mr Glass can claim to have been traumatized by
an event that ALMOST occurred to his four grandparents over
70 years ago. He needs to explain this, just as you and I would
need to explain how we had been traumatized by an automobile
accident that never took place in which our grandparents were
ALMOST killed by a car as they were crossing the road.
If you happen to be a young woman anxious to make a bit of
easy money, I don’t think you would have a leg to stand on if
you were to claim that you were seriously traumatized by
reading your grandmother’s diary in which she writes: “I was
almost raped at a party in 1943.” Even if your granny had
been actually raped, you wouldn’t stand a chance of receiving a
penny in compensation for this historical tragedy. So what
chance do you have of cashing in on your granny’s troubles if all
you can claim is that the was ALMOST raped?
Not much, in my honest opinion.
Still, Mr Glass has that quality we call “chutzpah”, and he is
hoping that Germany will buy his story and award him a
handsome allowance for life on the strength of his grandparents’
alleged near-death experiences over 70 years ago.
§
Don Glass, a British Jew—pictured here—began interviewing the
children and grandchildren of other Holocaust survivors, initially
for an academic thesis. He began with the hypothesis that the
world was swarming with people just like himself, all
traumatized by events that almost took place to remote
ancestors 70 years ago. Sure enough, his suspicions were
confirmed. Almost every Jew he spoke to claimed to be pretty
traumatized, and none of them were at all averse to receiving
financial compensation from Germany for their dreadful
sufferings. He soon realized, the Guardian tells us, that “he was
not alone in being scarred by the traumatic pasts of his
relatives.”
“I have been privileged to hear so many stories from young
people who should now be able to live with joy – but their lives
are damaged and they weren’t even there,” Glass points out
gloomily.
Glass adds that other grandchildren of survivors have
experienced clinical depression, anxiety, addiction and
eating disorders, which they blame on the impact of their
families constantly retelling stories of the horrific events
their relatives endured.
A young woman from London told Glass of how her
grandmother, who was in the Dutch resistance, avoided
starvation at times by digging up flower bulbs and sucking out
the nutrients. The woman later developed anorexia and believes
it was related to the war stories that had been passed down the
line and never processed.
According to all these accounts, gathered almost exclusively by
Jews claiming to be traumatized and transmitted to the
Guardian newspaper:
“Trauma research about the impact of the Holocaust on
subsequent generations varies; some studies conclude
there is no effect of trauma two generations on,
while others claim that breast milk of survivors was
affected by stress hormones that impacted on the
physiology of the next generation.”
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‘Our babies are being poisoned by our breast milk
because of stress hormones due to the Holocaust! We
demand compensation from Germany for inherited
trauma!’
How strange. Their babies are being poisoned by their breast
milk. The obvious solution to that problem is to give up
breastfeeding, right? But no, they refuse to do that, apparently
determined to transmit stress hormones to their children in
perpetuity. It really does defy comprehension.
Jewish (and non-Jewish?) workers in the field of epigenetics are
now claiming that “the intergenerational effects of the Holocaust
are very pronounced and that the atrocities altered the DNA of
victims’ descendants, so that they have different stress
hormone profiles to their peers.”
Psychologist Ruth Barnett, whose Jewish father fled Germany for
Shanghai, narrowly escaping the Holocaust, says she has
witnessed inherited trauma in some of her clients. “Constantly
talking about events like the gas chambers to grandchildren is a
way that traumatised people try to get rid of it – by sicking it
up. But unless it is processed properly, they make even more
anxiety for themselves and other generations.”
Mr Glass adds grimly:
“We should be releasing these old wounds to something
beautiful rather than staying paralysed in memory and
fear. Until then we cannot properly celebrate their lives
or any kind of victory.”

“We should be releasing these old wounds . . . “
Don Glass as a traumatized Holocaust survivor child
victim (far right), enjoying tea and cake with his
traumatized Jewish family in London.
“What would our grandparents have felt,” Don Glass added, “if
they had known we have had to carry their torment through
generations? Wouldn’t they have wanted us to find the peace
that was robbed from them? Wouldn’t they want us whole and
living lives that they lost? I realised that if they could speak to
us beyond the grave many would have agreed the mourning has
to stop and be replaced with something more constructive.”
(See here)

Let’s cut to the chase. It all boils down to this: Jews are
demanding never-ending financial reparations from Germany for
inherited “Holocaust trauma”. How much longer will Germany be
a cash cow for the Jews? Will the remote descendants of today’s
“Holocaust survivors” still be demanding money from Germany
100 years from now? How much longer is this racket going to go
on?
Here is Holocaust revisionist scholar Carlos W. Porter :
“We call it the ‘Hoaxoco$t’ because it is a hoax, and it
costs plenty. In addition to the jillions of dollars already
paid out, directly or indirectly, in cash, goods, and
services to Hoaxoco$t “survivors” and the racketeer state
of Israel—with new, improved Hoaxoco$t survivor ripoffs, shake-downs, protection rackets, extortion rackets,
blackmail schemes, and related swindles being invented
and refined almost every week—one would need a
computer to calculate the number of unprovoked air
strikes,
invasions,
bombings,
burnings,
sinkings,
shellings, confiscations, expulsions, tortures, bookburnings, beatings, arrests and detentions, both with and
without trial, all caused by the insane delusion that we
are fighting Hitler every five seconds, in the need to
prevent yet another Hoaxoco$t from occurring for the
umpteenth time.”
Needless to say, Carlos Porter could end up in prison for saying
this; or, if things get any worse, he could one day face a firing
squad for daring to speak out in this candid way against
Holocaust blackmail.
Fluent in German, French, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese, the
erudite Porter renounced his American citizenship in 1984 and
relocated to Belgium with his wife and children. There he was to
write “Not Guilty at Nuremberg.” (See also here). This
should be required reading for anyone interested in Holocaust
studies. Porter demonstrates with meticulous scholarship in this
book that most of the American interrogators at Nuremberg had
been Jews, and that they had extracted forced confessions from
their German prisoners of war by the most horrendous tortures,
including the crushing of their testicles. (See my notes on this
topic in Torture and Testicle Crushing at Nuremberg).
In a private email to me (July 28, 2015 at 9:55 pm), Porter
confirmed that much of the evidence for the alleged genocide of
6 million Jews at the hands of the Third Reich had been
gathered by torture and that the torturers were mostly Jewish:
“You can be absolutely CERTAIN,” Carlos Porter said,
“that nearly ALL the interrogators and interpreters in ALL
the trials were Jewish, because the Americans stamped
out the German language from all American schools
during WWI, so German Jewish refugees were almost the
only competent people they had. Of course, other
“German-Americans” could not be trusted not to be
“Nazis”, so they were stuck with the German Jews.
That there was a great deal of mistreatment and torture
in the minor trials is absolutely certain. I reproduced a
couple of accounts of torture at the Dachau trials in “War
Crimes Trials and Other Essays”. But I’m sure it’s only the
tip of the iceberg. Minor personnel could be tortured with
impunity, and 99% of them would be afraid even to
mention it. It would be hard to get away with torturing
somebody like Goering though.
There’s a lot of literature on the subject, more all the
time. The Brits appear to have been surprisingly
enthusiastic torturers, whether Jewish or not.”
Porter is not alone in his claim that Jews featured prominently in
the ranks of the torturers in post-war Germany. On Sept. 25,
1945, Thomas Dodd, who was the second in command on the
American prosecution team at Nuremberg, made the following
observation in which he claimed that three out of four
interrogators at Nuremberg were Jewish:
“You know how I have despised anti-Semitism,” he said.
“You know how strongly I feel toward those who preach
intolerance of any kind. With that knowledge, you will
understand when I tell you that this staff is
about seventy-five percent Jewish.”
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The Presiding Judge at Nuremberg was also, coincidently, a Jew.
His name was A.H. Rosenfeld and he was a colonel in the
American army. Col. Rosenfeld cheerfully admitted to torturing
German prisoners of war as a matter of policy. “We couldn’t
have made those birds talk otherwise,” he remarked cynically.
“It was a trick, and it worked like a charm.”
According to American Judge Edward L. Van Roden, testifying in
American Atrocities in Germany, out of 139 cases of alleged
German “war criminals” investigated by his commission for war
crimes, ”137 of these Germans were tortured by having
their testicles crushed.”
In a recent private email to me, in response to some of my
queries about torture at Nuremberg, Thomas Goodrich,
acclaimed author of Hellstorm : The Death of Nazi Germany
(1944-1947), mentioned the names of four well-known Jews in

the American zone whom he identified as torturer-inquisitors:
Harry Thon, William Perl, AH Rosenfeld, and Shlomo Morel.
This last-named individual, Shlomo Morel, was a particularly
nasty piece of work whom Goodrich describes as follows:
“a vicious monster who drowned men and women in
outdoor latrines, who made them eat excrement, who
personally beat captives to death, and who forced women
to kiss and make love with disinterred corpses.”
The next time you are inclined to shed tears for contemporary
Holocaust survivors allegedly traumatized by drinking the
poisoned breast milk of their Jewish mothers, spare a tear for
the German prisoners of war who were drowned in outdoor
latrines and forced to have sex with dug-up corpses.
https://www.darkmoon.me/2015/holocaust-blackmail/

_____________________________________________
Andrew Street subjects Captain Abbott’s reign to a wit storm

Richard King, The Australian, October 31, 2015 12:00AM
grace and competence of Laurel and Hardy delivering a
grand piano. As such, it was often self-satirising, and
Street works with this, simply underlining some policies
and statements, or using a bit of parallel sentence
structure to expose dissimulation: “Immigration minister
Scott Morrison insisted that people were making
assumptions about a situation ‘not based on any primary
knowledge of the event or the circumstances’, which was
correct — principally because he was assiduously
preventing independent access to any information on the
event and the circumstances.’’
Elsewhere, Street lays the mockery on thick, taking
Captain Abbott and his media storm-tossed shipmates to
task with a savage and intelligent wit. His bag of tricks
Then PM Tony Abbott gets a jersey from Wallabies
includes a folksy turn of phrase, a penchant for the
captain Stephen Moore. Picture: Kym Smith Source: News
Corp Australia
ludicrous conceit and a (commendable) determination to
“Events, dear boy, events,’’ Harold Macmillan is
lower the tone. ‘‘The nineteen-strong ministry was
said to have replied when asked what was most
immediately controversial, principally for containing
likely to blow his government off course. What
exactly one person without a penis.” OK, it’s not subtle.
goes for politicians goes for writers too, as I
But it’s not wrong either.
discovered on September 14 when Malcolm
It is impossible to write a book on the Abbott
Turnbull replaced Tony Abbott as prime minister.
government without a strong appreciation of irony, and
At the time I was writing a book on Abbott
Street has a good ear for it. Still, I think he misses a
(Operation Shirtfront was the working title) and
trick here and there. In his chapter on section 18C, for
then suddenly, well, I wasn’t.
example, he concludes with an account of Abbott’s
At least I was only two chapters in. Not so Fairfax
ignominious climbdown but barely mentions the press
columnist Andrew P. Street, whose book on the Abbott
conference in which he said, effectively, that the
administration was at that point titled The Inexplicably
government’s plans to extend our liberties were
Long and Embarrassing Reign of Captain Abbott, and due
undermining the unity that would be needed to push
for release in December. Happily his publishers proved
through a national security bill that most people agreed
equal to the challenge. A few adjustments to the title —
would erode our liberties.
it is now The Short and Excruciatingly Embarrassing
This is not a marginal point. The Abbott government is
Reign of Captain Abbott — plus some nifty rescheduling,
often painted as determinedly and programmatically
and here it is: not an intervention but an obituary.
right-wing, but it was a lot more chaotic than this would
It holds up remarkably well in the circumstances, and
suggest: ideologically it was all over the shop. Abbott is
may even serve as an inoculant against the
in public life to advance values he knows most
understandable desire to repress the trauma of the past
Australians don’t share. His behaviour in office was as
two years. As David Marr noted a day or two after the
much a symptom of his frustration and lack of a real
coup, there was a sense in which the Abbott farrago had
political program as it was a sign of his narrow brand of
already retreated into unreality, like an episode in a
conservatism.
feverish dream. A lively and well organised account of
But I accept this isn’t Street’s core subject. Save for a
what may well prove a hinge event for the liberalhomily on the natural co-operativeness of human beings
conservative side of politics, Street’s book stands as a
in the last chapter, this is not an analytical book. It is a
bulwark against such amnesia, and does so in the best
piece of political portraiture shot through with an antic,
satirical tradition — beloved since Horace — of taking the
larrikin spirit. And it should plug an important gap
piss.
between the present, slightly surreal juncture and the
Its key ingredients are facts and sarcasm, and Street is a
point at which the real analysis of what the hell just
competent manager of both. He isn’t short of material, of
happened can begin in earnest.
course: Team Abbott’s policy-making often had all the
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Richard King is author of On Offence: The Politics of
Indignation.
The Short and Excruciatingly Embarrassing Reign
of Captain Abbott
By Andrew P. Street
Allen & Unwin, 304pp, $29.99
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/review/andrewstreet-subjects-captain-abbotts-reign-toawitstorm/storyfn9n8gph-1227586805647

***

Knights and dames scrapped from Order
of Australia, Malcolm Turnbull says
By political reporter Jane Norman and Tom
Iggulden
Updated 2 November 2015

Photo: Retired Air Chief Marshal Angus Houston (L) and
Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, were the last to be
named as knights of the Order of Australia. (AAP/AFP)
Related Story: Angus Houston, Prince Philip named
Australia's newest knights
Related Story: Ministers defend PM over Prince Philip
knighthood
Related Story: Joyce criticises Abbott over Prince Philip
knighthood
Related Story: No federal election before September,
Turnbull says
Map: Australia
***
Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull has dumped knights and
dames from the honours system, labelling the titles
"anachronistic and out of date".
The old-style honours were reintroduced by former prime
minister Tony Abbott in 2014 for "pre-eminent
Australians", but became the subject of ongoing ridicule
and controversy.
Mr Turnbull, who is a well-known republican, said Cabinet
has agreed the titles are no longer appropriate in the
modern awards system and revealed the Queen has
approved his request to scrap them.
"It is a long way from being the most important issue in
Australia today," he said.
"This reflects modern Australia. Knights and dames are
titles that are really anachronistic, they're out of date,
not appropriate in 2015 in Australia."
...we shouldn't be celebrating the fact that knights and
dames are gone, we should be lamenting the fact that
they came back under this Government.
Labor frontbencher Chris Bowen
Since 2014, the honour has been bestowed upon
Governor-General Peter Cosgrove, former governor-

general Quentin Bryce, Prince Phillip, former Defence
Force chief Angus Houston and former NSW governor
Marie Bashir.
Mr Turnbull said they would not be affected by the
changes.
Mr Abbott shocked his own party when he brought back
knights and dames in 2014 and was ridiculed as "out of
touch", but it was his decision to knight Prince Phillip on
Australia Day this year which drew the greatest
controversy.
Following a public backlash, Mr Abbott announced he
would remove himself from the process of choosing
knights and dames.
Labor frontbencher Chris Bowen welcomed the decision
to scrap the titles but said they should never have been
brought back.
"It was a farce, a joke, a national disgrace that the
Liberal National Government, of which Mr Turnbull was a
Cabinet minister, decided to set the rewind button on
Australia's national institutions and reinstate knights and
dames," he said.
"It is not appropriate in modern day Australia ... that we
are clinging onto imperial Britain through our honours
system, and we shouldn't be celebrating the fact that
knights and dames are gone, we should be lamenting the
fact that they came back under this Government."
The first of many moves away from monarchy:
republicans
Republicans predict Mr Turnbull's decision to axe the
knights and dames honours system will foreshadow more
significant moves away from the monarchy.
"It will be the first of a series of moves I believe that he
will make," the Chairman of the Australian Republican
Movement (ARM) Peter FitzSimons told The World Today.
Monarchists agree the decision is in keeping with Mr
Turnbull's strong views on a republic.
"I have no doubt that Mr Turnbull wishes to impose a
politicians republic on Australia at some time when he
thinks it would be victorious," Australians for a
Constitutional Monarchy convenor David Flint told The
World Today.
"I wasn't surprised that this should be the first significant
policy change for the Turnbull Government."
Mr Flint suggested the move was "an attempt to just
show Tony Abbott should never have restored them".
Mr FitzSimons said he has raised the issue once with Mr
Turnbull since he became Prime Minister.
"I had one very strong conversation with him at the NRL
grand final," he said.
"When I say strong, it was strong on my side and fairly
strong on his and we were in agreement."
Mr FitzSimons described the announcement as a "relief
for Australia. Good on the Prime Minister."
However the Australian Monarchist League has accused
Mr Turnbull of trying to "break Australia's heart".
"The scrapping of knighthoods... gives all who value
constitutional security and stability cause for concern
that this is just the beginning of another campaign of
republicanism by stealth," it said.
As the head of the Republican Movement, Mr Turnbull
famously accused former prime minister John Howard of
"breaking the nation's heart" when the republican
referendum failed in 1999.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-11-02/knights-anddames-to-be-scrapped/6904474
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Abbott defends 'captain's call' of knighthood
for Prince Philip

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A11_dlhTUe4

________________________________________________
Stage Preview

Magic condensed yet still powerful
The Nation November 2, 2015 1:00 am
Opera Siam and the Siam Sinfonietta are poised to
Jessica Chen and one of the world's top heroic tenors,
Lars Cleveman.
present a 90-minute rendition of Wagner's
Making a surprise last-minute visit to Thailand for the
sprawling Ring Cycle
occasion, Cleveman has performed "Siegfried" and
"Tristan und Isolde" at the New York Met, Covent Garden
in London and the Bayreuth Festival in Germany, so she
knows her way around Wagner's Ring.

A scene from Opera Siam's Thai-themed 'Das
Rheingold' in 2006. Photo/Opera Siam

Their Majesties the King and Queen enjoyed the
music of Wagner at the Bayreuth Festival in 1965.
Opera Siam is commencing its 15th season on November
7 with a feat of orchestral wizardry, compressing Richard
Wagner's 16-hour Ring Cycle into a mere 90 minutes.
Aiding the Siam Sinfonietta under Somtow Sucharitkul
with this extraordinary work will be dramatic soprano

Somtow Sucharitkul will conduct Siam Sinfonietta
for a 90-minute rendition of Wagner
***
An entertaining narrative by Somtow will link the mostly
orchestral excerpts, but the musical highlights will
include the "forging song" from "Siegfried" and
"Brunnhilde's Immolation" from "Gotterdammerung".
The Siam Sinfonietta, the youth orchestra that has
toured three continents and won numerous awards, has
a special relationship with the Bayreuth Festival.
Each year Daniel Draganov of the Bayreuth Festival
Orchestra helps organise a camp for Sinfonietta
members, where they're trained in the secrets of worldclass musicianship by playing this, the most intense
repertoire in the world. This year's camp takes place next
week, with Deutsche Oper Berlin providing experts on
the trombone and bassoon. The Sinfonietta will work
exclusively and intensely on the Ring Cycle until the
Bangkok concert on November 7.
For conductor Somtow, this is another step in his lifelong
dream of performing the entire Ring in Thailand.
"We started in 2006 with 'Rheingold', which remains one
of the best-selling productions the opera ever did and
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which got very fine reviews internationally. Our 2007
'Walkure' was a mixed bag - we were going through an
orchestral crisis at the time - but many aspects of the
production received high praise.
"Since then we've had a sort of jinx on producing
'Siegfried', the third opera in the series. It's been
announced several times, but had a last-minute problem
each time, usually because the tenor playing Siegfried
became ill or had a panic attack or the like, which is not
surprising since the role is perhaps the hardest in the
entire repertoire."
Somtow sees this gala concert as a way of getting the
Ring back on track. "Our young orchestra is in very fine
shape. They've just returned from a German tour that
was highly successful." In addition, some truly fine
singers are featured, of a quality rarely seen in Bangkok.
The Ring Cycle is the largest musical work ever created.
However, in a few years, Thailand might have a
challenge for Richard Wagner: Somtow is working on a

cycle of not four but 10 works of musical drama - "The
Ten Lives of the Buddha". The fourth opera in the series
will debut on December 5, while No 5 will appear on
Visakha Bucha Day next year.
WONDER OF WAGNER
- Opera Siam presents the Ring Cycle by Richard
Wagner, with the Siam Sinfonietta under Somtow
Sucharitkul at 7pm on Saturday at Suryadhep Music Sala
at Rangsit University, Pathum Thani.
- A pre-concert lecture by Jean-Pierre Kirkland begins at
5.30pm.
- There will be shuttle buses available from Bangkok to
Rangsit.
- Tickets are Bt500 and Bt1,000 (half price for students
and seniors). Make reservations at goo.gl/yq2MLs or
check www.ThaiTicketMajor.com.
- Call (02) 231 5273 or (089) 136 9981.
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/life/Magic-condensedyet-still-powerful-30271967.html

_______________________________________________
Curtain Up!

Met in HD: Superb, traditional ‘Tannhäuser’ with Levine in the pit
By Terry Ponick - November 1, 2015
Largely veteran cast at top of form in an intense
performance of Richard Wagner’s quasi-religious
allegory, though lighting for these shows remains
too dark

Johan Botha – Tannhäuser, and Eva-Maria Westbroek –
Elisabeth, in the Met in HD's "Tannhauser." Photo: Marty
Sohl / Metropolitan Opera

WASHINGTON, Nov. 1, 2015 – The New York
Metropolitan Opera has been outdoing itself during the
fall stanza of its 2015-2016 “Met in HD” series of opera
simulcasts, which are beamed to hundreds of cities
around the world. Moving right along from fine
productions of industrial-strength Verdi earlier this
month—namely “Il Trovatore” and “Otello”—the company
stretched itself a bit more Halloween afternoon with
Richard Wagner’s quasi-religious epic, “Tannhäuser”
(1845).
As is generally the case with a Wagner opera,
“Tannhäuser” is a long one, roughly four hours and 20
minutes running time including two lengthy intermissions
to accommodate the opera’s substantial set changes.
Happily for Met in HD theatergoers, this also allows
ample time for bathroom breaks and popcorn recharges.
Reality or allegory?
“Tannhäuser” runs on a familiar Wagner track, namely,
the composer’s tendency to conflate ancient mythologies
with Christianity, lending a religious aura to his mystical
belief in the inspirational beauty and sublimity of art to
elevate the spirit of man.

The story of “Tannhäuser”
Tannhäuser himself is the most talented and skillful of a
guild of troubadour artists famed for the beauty of their
songs, which, we are led to understand, are often
spiritual and philosophical in nature and at times linked
to the chaste ideal of courtly love.
But Tannhäuser (Johan Botha) has a problem. As the
opera opens, we are greeted not with its central
characters but by an exuberant ballet of—in this
production—tasteful but erotic dancers pantomiming an
orgy of carnal love.
That sets the scene for us to discover our noble
troubadour entangled with none other than Venus
(Michelle DeYoung), the goddess of love herself. It seems
he’s strayed from the path of Christian virtue and has
succumbed to the carnal pleasures of love as symbolized
by Venus.
But perhaps in a fit of conscience, Tannhäuser breaks
with the furious goddess and is transported back to the
real world, where he must insinuate his way back into
the guild of noble musicians he’d suddenly left as well as
his earthly love, the Princess Elisabeth (Eva-Maria
Westbroek), whom he had abandoned.
But, after a touchy initial encounter with a cadre of his
fellow singers, including his onetime friend and confidant
Wolfram (Peter Mattei) and the kingdom’s “Landgraf” or
Duke, Hermann (Günter Groissböck), Tannhäuser is
accepted back into the fold.
Unfortunately, during a grand royal music competition
(Act II), Tannhäuser betrays himself as a sinner and is
banished from the kingdom forever, only escaping death
because, in a fit of remorse, he chooses to join a
pilgrimage to Rome to seek absolution for his mortal sin.
As one might imagine, however, this being grand opera,
Tannhäuser’s redemptive end—as well as that of the
heartbroken Elisabeth—is ultimately not of this earth.
The music of “Tannhäuser”
As is true of much of Wagner, the length of this opera is
largely linked to the careful and elaborate working out of
Wagner’s linkage between religion, spirituality and the
arts. As a result, many of his operas, including
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“Tannhäuser,” are not recommended for newbies seeking
a short entertainment.
That said, the composer always paints a rich, thoughtful
tapestry of music and thought that remains provocative
today. As if to prove the point, the choral and religious
imagery “Tannhäuser” glows almost celestially with the
well-known songs and dramatic hymns that have become
signature identifying elements of his music.
Production and singers
With the company’s music director and resident Wagner
expert James Levine back at the podium, this
marvelously sung operatic production is a revival of its
sumptuous and very traditional 1977 Otto Schenk
production, last seen at the Met in 2004—a production
that’s still likely to send traditional Wagnerites into
ecstatic transports, given what the Eurozone has been
doing to Wagner productions in recent decades.
Under Maestro Levine—still confined to a wheelchair on a
specially-designed podium—the Metropolitan Opera
Orchestra gave a showy, though sometimes understated
reading of this complex score that provided plenty of
pageantry and skills while still giving its singers plenty of
room to maneuver.
A special hat tip also goes to the Met’s new principal
harpist, Frenchman Emmanuel Ceysson.
Somewhat unusual in Wagner’s generally heroic and
larger-than-life operas, key scenes in “Tannhäuser”
revolve around the moving songs of its several minstrels.
Each accompanies himself—at least symbolically—on a
small, portable, medieval harp. But it’s actually up to the
orchestra’s harpist to deliver the good, playing at times
entirely alone as the large Wagnerian orchestra remains
silent.
Mr. Ceysson performed his behind-the-scenes work with
uncommon precision and character, to the point where
he actually provided slightly different characteristics in
his accompaniment to better reflect the very different
characters of each noble troubadour.
The principal singers themselves devoted almost
fanatical attention to the development and projection of
their characters as well. The big role here is, of course,
“Tannhaüser” himself, sung in this production by veteran
Wagner tenor Johan Botha. This is a big, taxing role. But
Mr. Botha, in general, proved more than a match for it,
singing this bigger-than-life role with great conviction
and passion.
During Saturday’s performance, however—which I
believe marked the final live performance of this
production in New York—Mr. Botha’s voice seemed a bit
hoarse and weary, understandable at the end of a taxing
run of Wagner in almost any case. The evident strain
came and went as the opera unfolded, making this an
uneven performance for the artist.
However, Mr. Botha did manage to come on strong for
his final aria-story-statement of despair near the end of
the final act, perhaps drawing on an extra reservoir of
energy to close the opera’s run.
As Venus—whose appearance is largely confined to that
epic Act I tussle of love—mezzo Michelle DeYoung’s
husky, earthy voice was a great match for her character,
who in the context of the opera is more of a symbol for
carnality than a real ancient Roman goddess.
But for a character “type,” Ms. DeYoung certainly
embodied the lustfulness and imperiousness of an
ancient god, providing Tannhäuser with a believable

dilemma when his guilty conscience prods him to break
free from his life of debauchery.
As the earthly opposite of Venus, the silvery yet
substantial voice of soprano Eva-Maria Westbroek’s
Elisabeth provided a poignant and delicate contrast. Even
in an opera that’s more allegorical than realistic, the
fragility and essentially religious love and devotion
embodied in Ms. Westbroek’s finely nuanced Elisabeth
makes her a worthy ideal love for Wagner’s sinful
troubadour and an inspiration for his possible
redemption.
While the key story and theme of “Tannhäuser” is the
central character’s dangerous triangle involving the
symbols of carnal and spiritual love, the opera’s base in
reality stems from the thoughts, feelings, actions and
music of its supporting characters, particularly the
contributions of Hermann (Günter Groissböck) and
Wolfram (Peter Mattei).
Both singers are remarkable examples of male voices in
the lower range that can articulate the emotional ranges
that somehow seem a bit easier in the higher male and
female vocal ranges. As the Landgraf or leader, Mr.
Groissböck’s deep bass voice conveys great and at times
gravelly authority. Yet, particularly when expressing his
fondness and affection for his delicate niece, Elisabeth,
his voice melts into the kind of paternal tenderness that
is often absent in the bass range.
Even more impressive is Peter Mattei, whose endlessly
expressive baritone voice gives full range to the
sympathetic yet passionate character of Wolfram,
Tannhäuser’s conflicted friend and, perhaps, would-be
suitor to Elisabeth.
Mr. Mattei’s golden, sumptuous, yet clear and articulated
baritone is one of the most remarkable instruments
we’ve yet heard after decades of regular opera
attendance. His endless ability to shape moods and
tones, and his shimmering top notes—even when coupled
with the kind of heroic “heldenbaritone” volume Wagner
so often requires—was never hoarse or strained in
Saturday’s performance, demonstrating a beauty and
control we rarely encounter in a really “big” opera. It
was, perhaps, the single finest vocal performance in
Saturday’s HD simulcast production.
Hat tips to the rest of the cast here as well, including
Noah Baetge (Walther), Ryan McKinny (Biterolf), Adam
Klein (Heinrich) and Ricardo Lugo (Reinmar). An extra
hat tip to young soprano Ying Fang, whose brief yet
refreshing Act I turn in the trouser role of the Young
Shepherd was like a brief ray of sunshine parting the
clouds amidst the great spiritual turmoil of this opera.
Kudos as well for the fine Met chorus, which performed
robustly and well throughout an opera that’s well-known
for the importance of its key choral moments.
The only negative about this production is − for the third
time in a row in this HD season − is the tomb-like quality
of this production’s lighting. Note to Met: Can we please
turn the lights up a bit in the next production? (Which,
BTW, will be Alban Berg’s “Lulu.”)
Rating: **** (Four out of four stars)
Run Time: three hours 50 minutes (approximate).
Encore performance: As is generally the case, the
recorded version of this simulcast will be presented at
most participating movie theaters Wednesday.
For theater locations, advance tickets and
information, visit the Met’s website. If online
ticketing isn’t available for your location, you can
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purchase your tickets by visiting the box office at your
local participating cinema. To the best of our knowledge,
ticket price in most venues is $25, an astounding bargain
for anyone who’s familiar with purchasing seats to a live
performance.
Reserved seats? Met tickets at the theater complex
where we attend (AMC Tysons Corner16, now accessible
via the Tysons Corner Silver line Metro stop) have all

offered reserved seats this season. Other theaters may
offer open seating only, so for guaranteed-popular
operas—i.e., “Carmen” or anything by Puccini—it’s best
to arrive extra early (and bring something to read) to
guarantee yourself a decent seat.
http://www.commdiginews.com/entertainment/met-inhd-superb-traditional-tannhauser-withlevine-in-the-pit51208/#5sH62gHp2csEvCIB.99

______________________________________________
Man who smashed TV with axe believed Holocaust was a hoax
Peter Cluskey, Wed, Oct 28, 2015
A man who was putting on a “conceptual art
reasonably minded men and women who maintain civic
performance” in the middle of Ennis, claiming the
society.”
Holocaust was a hoax, has been sent to jail.
He added: “I am only surprised that he has not been
Dermot Mulqueen (49) of Steele’s Terrace, Ennis, was
charged with other offences.”
jailed for five months for breaching Section 9 of the
Mulqueen’s solicitor, Patrick Moylan, said his client was “
Firearms Act and two months for breaching Section 6 of
not in any way racist and has no problem with the Jewish
the Public Order Act.
community. His views are based on something he has
The offences took place at lunchtime on January 23rd
read and now believes and he created a work of art on
when Mulqueen put an axe through a television at the
the back of that”.
Daniel O’Connell monument in Ennis town centre.
Twitter and Facebook
In evidence at Ennis District Court, Mulqueen told Judge
Garda Michael Daniels said Mulqueen was taking photos
Patrick Durcan: “I never realised you could get arrested
of what the accused called “a conceptual work of art” and
for swinging an axe into your own TV.”
uploading them to his Twitter and Facebook accounts
He said the performance art show, entitled Liberation of
while at the monument.
the Mind, was carried out to launch International
Gardaí were monitoring the event through CCTV and
Holocaust Hoax Day.
moved in to arrest Mulqueen after he smashed the TV.
Sentencing him, Judge Durcan said Mulqueen “may have
Mr Moylan said his client “was taken aback” to be
a view and an interpretation of history, but it is an
arrested in the first place. He said Mulqueen was single
historical fact that the Holocaust was the greatest crime
with no children, had no previous convictions and was on
perpetrated against a section of mankind in the history of
social welfare after previously working in Dublin as a taxi
mankind”.
driver.
By his actions, he said, Mulqueen “behaved in the most
In his statement to gardaí, Mulqueen said: “I found out
offensive way, not merely towards a particular section of
that the Holocaust was a hoax in August 2013 after
society but towards society generally”.
coming across a video by David Cole on Auschwitz on
Abhorrence
YouTube.”
The judge said his behaviour on the day “would be
He added: “I am not a racist but I have found out that
regarded with abhorrence and repugnance by any
the Holocaust was a hoax and I wanted to highlight this.”
reasonable minded human and by the vast, vast majority
After sentence was imposed, Mulqueen was released on
of people”.
bail pending an appeal to the circuit court.
http://www.irishtimes.com/news/crimeandlaw/courts/
“Mr Mulqueen was reckless and offensive in the extreme.
high-court/man-who-smashed-tv-with-axe-believedHe was gratuitously insulting not merely to a section of
holocaust-was-a-hoax-1.2409322
society who we know were most directly affected by the
Holocaust but he was gratuitously insulting to most
____________________________________________________________________________

JACK SELZER at his usual best – Counterbias -

HOW TO BRING DOWN AN AIRLINER WITH MERE VULGARITY
*Jews claim billions of dollars from eastern Europe as
“Holocaust restitution”

"What else must we return to the Jews?"

"Son, some day all this will be yours" – reads the speech
bubble on this cover of the Polish magazine Angora,

featuring
two [US ghetto] Jews staring
the Warsaw's Palace of Culture and Science.

toward

*German judge rules: Anti-Zionism is code for anti$emitism - Jawohl! Jehovah must punish Germany!

"The collapse made the World Trade Center Building No 7
the first and only steel skyscraper in the world to have
collapsed due to fire." — Wikipedia

Quite irrespective of who exactly perpetrated it,
9/11 is the greatest Jewish victory since WW2.
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The Jew is the Great Master of Lies. Falsehood and
duplicity are the weapons with which he wages
war — Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf

Packaging details: 0.500kg - 1.10lb.
20cm x 15cm x 15cm – 7.87in x 5.91in x 5.91in

*
How to bring down an airliner with mere vulgarity of
one's taste. One flew to Hurghada, Egypt (Sinai),
to improve one's chances of an early melanoma, and, not

long before the eventual departure, as one was
walking by a souvenir shop, a very solicitous salesman
offered one the deal of the season – a ‘historical’
statuette as hideous as it was vulgar – for a mere
pittance…
The ‘Sphinx’ trinket pictured above is apparently big
enough to contain an explosive device capable of
bringing down an airliner.
And that, of course, is only one of the possible versions.
And although the ‘Islamic State’ hurried to claim
responsibility, just how many agents on the ground does
it actually have in Sharm el-Sheikh/Hurghada?…
Not half as many as the Jews – and not half as well
placed. And the Jews in I$raHell are no more happy with
the Russian presence in Syria than the ‘Islamic State’ –
and so are the Jew neocons in Washington – not at all
unwilling to bestow upon the ‘Russian opposition’ a heap
of mutilated Russian corpses – with which to castigate
Putin and his ‘military adventurism’. And what the Jews
want to happen usually does happen – especially
if it's of a purely criminal nature.
For example, the Jews wanted all Kennedys dead – and
five of them were either assassinated or killed
in dubious accidents.

Rundle Mall, City of Adelaide, sports some frolicking pigs ... are they offensive
to Jewish and Muslim visitors to the city?

______________________________________________
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